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~STRACT

lle contin.ed demand for higher powers, the

.se of gas turbine propulsion systems and the
invocation of more stringent vibration and air-
borne noise criteria have placed increased
emphasis on the control of shipboard vibration
and airborne noise on both Commercial and
Xilitary ships. lhe authors present a brief

background review of tbe specifications invoked
1“ recent ebipb”ilding programs and tbe ap-

proach ~ployed in the develo~ent Of the DD963
and LNG desisns. The paper is presented in two

parts, the first dealing with vibration control
and the second with noise control.

Part 1 includes the Appro.acb t. Vibration
control, Vibration Specif f.cations, The hleasuxe-
ment and Evaluation of Shipboard Vibration,
Propeller Excited Forces, lle Prediction of
H“ll and Nachinery Vibration, Recent FindinSs
a“d Recommended Research Efforts.

Fart 11 deals with Current Commercial and

Military Airborne Noise Speclf ications, The
Prediction of Compartment Noise, and Techniques
Employed in the Control of Compartment Noise.

1NTRODUCTION

Vibration a“d Noise problems have plagued

the shipbuilding industry for many years. The

type. of prObl~s are varied and include those
associated with both hull and machinery vibra-
tion and the interaction between the two.
Unfortunately, when problems arise durins new
cons tr”ctlon programs, the lack of adequate

standards, design procedtir es and f lexibillty
for corrective action frequently results in
lengthy litigation between the shipbuilder and
his client, a compromised settlement and then

on to the next job. Obvicmsly , the 1,,s.”s

Iear”ed by experience contribute heavily to
o“r underst.andi”g of the problems e“co”ntered

and form the basis for our future design
approach. However, erobl~ sOlvlng. after the
fact, is extremely expensive, and at best
usually represents a compromise solutf on.
Quite n.at”rally therefore, all parties to this

process are. interested 1“ fmproving mm Capab-
ility for avoiding such difficulties before
they are built into che ship.

4s if these factors were “ot enough, the
rapid increase in powers, with their unknown

1 NKF Engineering Associates, Inc. ,
Silver Spring, Maryland.

and

impact on the vibration a“d noise problem, and
the recent introd”ctio” of vibration and noise
specifications, have placed a greater burden
on desfsners and shipbuilders. It becomes man-
datory at tines for the industry as a whole, to
take a close look at the problem and determine
their capability of meeting current require-
ments with presently available technology.
This is one of those times and this paper is
fnte”ded to provide a brief cwerview of the
state-of -the-art, in the development of a
rational design procedure aimed at the limita-
tion and control of sbipbosrd vibration within

generally accepted c~tteria. AS WaS the case2
of the First Conference on Ship Vibration [11 ,
which was held at Stevens Institute of Techno-
logy in 1965, it is intended that this SymPo-
sfum bring together representatives of the

Maritime Industry in a free exchange of in for-
maticm on all aspects of ship vibration, noise,
end h“lllmachinery inconipatability.

STATE OF THE AST FOR SHIPBOARD VIBRATION - PART 1

BACSGROUI+D

This conference, which is jointly sponsored
by the interagency Ship Structure Committee and
the Society of Naval Architects and Narine
E“g Lneers is referred to as tbe second in the
scheduled series of Symposia, jointly sponsored
by these two organizations. Tbe first was the
Ship Structures Symposium [ 2], held in October
1975. However, this conf ere”ce may also be
referred to as the Second Conference on Ship
Vibration, the First Conference as previously
noted , having been held in 1965.

The first conference, unlike this interna-
tional symposium, “as attended almost excl.-
SIV.lY by U. S .A. representatives. However,
like this symp.siwn, it had a definite objec-
tive which was to bridge the large technical

gap, which existed at the the, between the
research investigator and the deslgner-8hip -
builder, fox the purpoee of m?ak%ng each more
responsive to the needs of the other. At that
time, t“. of tbe more important facilities in
this country, which were involved in Ship
Vibration Research were the David Taylor Model
Bastn (D. T. N.s. R. D.c. ) and the Davidson Labor-

atory of the Stevens lnstltWe of Technology.
The program, jointly sponsored by these two

2 Numbers i“ brackets desiRnate References
at end of paper.
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facilitieswasconvenientlydividedintotwo
sessions,thefirstdealtwithExcitingForces
andthesecondwithVibratoryResponse.At
thecompletionofeachsessionasummarypaper
waspresentedontheApplicationofPresented
ResultstoShipDesign.Whilethatconference
obviouslydidnotprovidearesolutionofall
ourproblems,justasthissymposiumwillnot,
itdidprovideanincreasedawarenessofthe
basicproblemsassociatedwiththedesignand
developmentofvibration-freeships,andthru
theeffortsofsomeoftheattendeesatthat
conference,significantimpactswereregistered
ontheprogramsoftheResearchPanelsofthe
S.N.A.M.E.,ontheShipStructuresCommittee,
ontheInternationalShipStructuresCommittee,
ontheInternationalStandardsOrganizationand
stimulatedthesponsorshipofnumerousresearch
projects.Inaddition,alltheClassification
Societies,TowingTanks,DesignersandShip-
buildershave,intheinterimbecomemuchmore
sophisticatedintheirdesignprocess.Indue
respecttothetotalshipbuildingcommunity,
itmustalsobeacknowledgedthatthecurrent
trendtowardtheprotectionoftheenvironment
(habitability)ofthecrew,thedevelopmentof
vibrationandnoisecriteriabyregulatory
bodiessuchasOSHAhasfocusedtheattention
oftheownerstotheproblemsofvibrationand
noiseaboardshipandhasledtotheincorpor-
ationofspecificrequirementsinshipspeci-
fications.
Sincethispaperisintendedtoprovidean

overviewoftheStateoftheArtforShipboard
VibrationandNoiseControl,itisappropriate
thatwereviewsomeofthesignificantaccom-
plishmentsthathavebeenachievedsincethe
timeoftheearlierShipboardVibrationCon-
ference,primarilytoacquaintthereaderwith
theprogramsofthesponsorsandtheavaila-
bilityofthepertinentpublications.Emphasis
isofcourse,placedontheworkcarriedout
inthiscountry,particularlythrutheefforts
oftheS.N.A.M.E.researchpanelsHS-7
(Vibration),M-20(MachineryVibration),and
H-8(Hydroelasticity).
ThroughthecooperativeeffortoftheVibra-

tionPanel(HS-7),theHullStructureCommittee
andtheMaritimeAdministration,shipboard
vibrationstudiesweresponsoredwhichresulted
inthefirst“CodeforShipboardHullVibration
!ieasurements”[3]inJune1964.Detailsofthe
“Code”andtheShipboardVibrationResearch
Programthenunderway,werepresentedatthe
2ndInternationalShipStructuresCongress,
Delft,TheNetherlandsinJuly1964[4].The
primarypurposeofthislatterstep,wasto
stimulatethedevelopmentofaninternational
effortintheexchangeofinformationandthe
uossibledevelopmentofanacceptedmethodof
e-:alutingshipboardvibration.
In1965theMaritimeAdministrationpro-

curedashipboardvibrationmeasurementinstru-
mentationpackagetopermitimplementationof
:keCode,andmadeitavailabletotheindustry
a=aloanbasis.TheCodewasrevisedin1967
tcincludeanexpandedsectiononinstrumenta-
tion.Thisrevised“CodeforShipboardHull
VibrationMeasurements”wasreplacedin1975
bythecurrentS.N.A.M.E.CodeC-1,“Codefor
ShipboardVibrationMeasurements”[5].This
effortwastheproductofajointventureby

HS-7(Vibration)andM-20(MachineryVibration
Panels)andincludedmeasurementprocedureson
mainpropulsionmachinerybutwasprimarily
directedatthelongitudinalvibrationproblem
relatedtogeared-turbinepropulsiondrives.
Althoughpublishedin1975,thisCodewasorig-
inallysubmittedforreviewin1970.
In1970,attheGenevameetingoftheOrgan-

izationforInternationalStandardization,the
ShockandVibrationCommitteerecognizedthe
needforaninternationalstandardonShipboard
VibrationMeasurements.Toimplementthis
decision,aShipVibrationWorkingGroupwas
establishedunderSubcommittee2,whichdeals
withVibrationinMachines,Vehiclesand
Structures.Thisworkinggroup,IsO/TC108/SC2/
WG2,includedmembersofallclassification
societiesandhasproducedaDraftProposal
4867,“CodefortheMeasurementandReporting
ofShipboardVibrationData”[6],whichatthis
writinghasbeenapprovedbytheShockand
VibrationCommittee(TC108)andiscurrently
underreviewbythemembernationsofthe1S0
forapprovalasan1S0document.Thisdocument
wasbased,inpart,ontheS.N.A.M.E.CodeC-1.
Itwasexpandedhowever,toincludeconsidera-
tionofsomeofthemachineryvibrationprob-
lemsassociatedwithdieseldrivesystems.
InDecember1976,S.N.A.M.E.issuedtheT&R

CodeC-4,“LocalShipboardStructuresand
MachineryVibrationMeasurements”[7],which
wasfollowedin1977bythe1S0DraftProposal,
“CodefortheMeasurementandReportingofShip-
boardLocalVibrationData”[8]. S.N.A.M.E.
alsopublishedin1976,T&RCodeC-5,“Accept-
ableVibrationofMarineSteamandHeavyDuty
GasTurbineMainandAuxiliaryMachinery
Plants”[9].
In1977theISOalsocirculatedaDraft

TechnicalReport,“InterimGuidelinesforthe
EvaluationofVibrationinMerchantShips,”[10]
whiletheS.N.A.M.E.HS-7Panelhadprepared
“ShipVibrationandNoiseGuidelines”[11].It
isalsoimportanttonotethatSubcommittee4
oftheISO/TC108,whichconcernsitselfwith
“HumanExposuretoMechanicalVibrationand
Shock,”hasdevelopedanInternationalStandard
“GuidefortheEvaluationofHumanExposureto
WholeBodyVibration”[12],andhasrecently
(1975)preparedaDraftProposal,“Vibration
AcceptabletoCrewAboardShips[13]asan
addendumtothestandard[12].
Atthispoint,itbecomesincreasingly

obviousthatthedevelopmentofstandards,
specificationsand“guidelines”forthemeasure
mentandevaluationofshipboardvibrationand
noisehasbroughtusforwardatarapidpacein
thelastfewyears.Youmightalsosay;“Now
thatweknowwhatwewant,andknowhowto
measurewhatweget,dowehavethenecessary
meansofachievingthatobjective?”Theanswer
tothatbasicquestioniswhatthispaperwill
attempttodo.

I

I

.

APPROACHTOARATIONALDESIGNPROCEDURE
DesignersandShipbuildersareparticularly

interestedintheearlydevelopmentofadesign
procedurebywhichtheymayproceedwiththe
orderlydesignandconstructionofavessel
withassurancethattheoperationoftheship
doesnotproducedamagingorannoyingvibration
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problem. which result in expensiv,~difica.
tiom .nd/or lengthy and expensive litigation.

The state-of-the-art for the design of a ship
which is free from troublesome vibration prob-
lems does not lend itself to a cookbook proce-

dure at this time, nor is f t anticipated in the
near future. However, it is the opinion of the
authors that most of the ingredients are avail-
able, and if properly employed, can lead to

successful designs, provided of course, that
the tl,C.SSa,Y,t”dies and te. t, ..e .Ianned
for and a suitable budget is includeh in the

DroEram.
~or convenience, we will briefly revie” the

approach used in the development of the largest
and most recent shfpb”lldir,g programs with
which we have been associated; the DD963

Destroyer Pro~ram, desigmd a“d built by the
1“’s,11s Shipbuilding Division of Litton indus-
tries for the U.S. Navy, and the 125,000 CM
LNG Carriers under development for the El Paso

Natural Gas Company. The ~G program currently
includes a group of nine ships, rhree each, of
three individual designs by Chantlers de France
Dunkerque, Avondale shipbuilding of New orlear,s,

Louisiana, and Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Co. , of Newport News, Virginia. me..
t“. design program I“cl”de widely varied

characters tics, thus permit ting a“ evaluation
of the state-of-the-art from a high-speed,
fire-lined destroyer to a large tanker. Some
details of these t“. programs were included in

the Ship Structures Symposium ‘ 75 paper on
“An Asses snranc of Current Shipboard Vibration
Technologyfa [14] , and will not be repeated
here, except as necessary to demonstrate the

approach us.d or in support of a technical
viewpoint .

The two programs differed in one basic
point, the hull form of the Destroyer was
selected, based on model testing performed at
the David Taylor Research and Dewslopme”t
Center and reflectad the total experience of
the Model Basin in selecting the oPtlmum hull
form for the twin-screw ship . ln the case of

the LNG Carrier, a single screw vessel of
45,000 SIN?, the optimum hull form was a major

unknown, and the selection of the conf igurat i.”
of the stern was the first order of business.
This power represented a 25% extension of the
state-of-the-art from 36,000 SHP to 45,000 SHP.

In all other respects, a similar design proce-
dure was employed which included the follcuiima
basic

1.

2.

elements :

A set of design objectives or specifi-
cations.

An analytical procedure which includes:

a. A suitable math model of the maE.s-
elastic system under consideration.

b. l“put or forcing f.nctiom deter-
mined by Cheoretlca,l amly.ses,
model t,, ti”g or a combination of
both.

c. Appropriate dampins coefficients.

d. SmPirfcal factors to bridge missf”g
functions , to eff icielltly simplify
the amalyses or to compemate for
weak”,,.,. or missing aspects of the
theory.

3. Full- scale test and evaluation pzogram
to :

a. Confirm the adeqnacy of the results.

b. Obtain technical data to permit the
continmd development or improvement
of empirical factors.

The judgment of the adequacy of the design is
based on the evaluation of the vibratory
characteristics of the ship against the speci-
f ications or criteria estahlisbed . The adequacy
of the analytical procedure is based o“ the
ability to reliably predict the vibratory
characteristics observed.

In the application of this approach, the
total ship ,ys tem may be ccmveniently divided
into the following par ?8:

Part 1 - Vibr,atl.m of Hull Girder - The most
fundamental reqnirener,t pertains to the re-

sponse of the hull girder. The .adeq”.acy of
the design, principally the stern configura-
tion and the propeller design, which control
the forces generated, a“d the response of
the hull girder to these forces are re-
flected in the vibration ch.aracteri8tice of
the hdl . These cha,racterfstlcs provide the
bme from which the response of major sub-

structures, local structures and supporting
system for equipment may be judged.

Part 11 - vibration of Major Substructures -
The response of major substructures reflects
the dynamic behavior C,f the,, struct”r.d
components when s“bj ected to the motions of
the basic hull girder at the points of
attachment to the hull girder. As a minimw~
the vibration amplitudes and frequencies
will correspond to those of the hull girder
at the point of actacbntent . Some amplitude
magnif <cation may generally be expected as a
result of flexibility and/or resanmces

present in these substructures. Examples
of major s“bstructwes will include deck-
houses, uptakes, masts, macbirvery platf mm.,

decks, bulkheads, et. .

Par t 111 – Vibration of Local Structwal
Elements - The vibration of pamls, plates

or minor str”ct.ral members is evaluated 1“
terms of the vibration of the main struc-
?Wal members to “hich they are attached. The
reference could, therefore, be the main bull
girder at that point or a major substructure,

Par t IV - Vibration of Shipboard Equipment -

Equipment should be designed to meet the
environmental requirement, established for
shipboard use . Bal.a”clw and vibration tol-
erances for rotating machines should be
specif led, Installation details, iml”dimg
the choice of mountings, if used, should be
checked to see that the equipment vibration,
as installed, does nor exceed that for which

the equipment is designed, aud in the case
of self-excited eq”ipmer,t , the supporting
str”ct”re should be such as to prevent the

generation of excessive vibration or noise
from a habitability point of view.
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Part v - Vibration of Main Frumlsion
~ - Main engines, shaf C. and propel.
lers are designed for structural adequacy
under the condit f one stipulated in the
procurement specifications. Vibration
characteristics of the propulsion SYS tem
must be controlled to avoid the presence of
damaging vibration within tbe system and
with the genera tfoa of severe vibration of
the hull. ?otential problems include dy-
namic unbalance of components, lateral,
torsional and longitudinal vibration of the

propulsion sy. tern, and the generation of
hull structural resonances when stimulated

by PrW=ller forces or shaft and engine
frequencies.

Buri”g the preliminary design phase, the

Vibration of the Hull Girder, Part 1, ‘and the
Vibration of the Nain Propulsion Sys tan,
Part V, directly effect each other. Ttwrefore,
the Pri”ciPal PuXPOS.of the study 1s to deter-
mine the anticipated vibratory characters tics
of the hull girder and the main propulsion
machinery system of the proposed design and to

provide a detailed evaluation of the Influence
of the various parameters which affect these
characteristics. T& scope of the Study should
f“clude au estimate of propeller exciting
forces , an estimate of the pKi”ciPal hull
criticals of vertical, athwartshlp and tor-
sional modes of “ibratLon and a prediction of
the response and the irqmrta”ce of the various

modes of vibration, relative to the acceptance
criteria or design specifications. A detailed
eValtIatfOnof tbe lateral, tO, SiOIIal .~d
lo”gitudi”al vibration chaz.acteristics of the

Propulsion system should also be provided, to–
gether with suitable recommendations for the
optimization of the hull a“d machinery system

Parameters, to minimize the estimated vibratory
response.

Since many of the calculations performed in
the preliminary design phase may be based on

assumptions and estimates, detailed desigr,
s t“dies will be required in the detailed design
phase, to eonf irm the earlier predictions, to

provide . b=.t. for the test and evaluation
s t“dies a“d to permit continued improvement of

design procedures. Also during the detailed
design phase, when the necessary information
is available, the Vibration of Major Substruc-
ture, Part 11, and the Vibration of Local Struc-
tural Elements, Part 111, can be ‘mare effec-
tively evaluated .

2ES1GN OBJECTIVES OR SPEC1F1CATIONS

To insure ships are built free from exces-
s iv. or damaging vibratlo”, it is necessary to
i~”.k. technical requirements in the form of
de, igm ob j wtiVM or sPeCif icatior,s . ‘2%, s,
requirer.ec.ts or criteria repr eeent the basis
against which the adequacy of the design are
evaluated . Design studies should be carried
o“t in the preliminary design phase to verify
the likelihood that tbe proposed design will

meet the requirements, to permit reasonable
WJdif icatiorm to the controlling parameters,
when required, and to provide a .s”itable basis
for che improvement of the prediction technique
ecployed. Full. SC~h studies should be carried
out co confirm the desisn analyses , and when

feasible , suppleme”cal t.. t.s should be cotl-
ducted to obtain tachnftal data on which im-

Pr.v~ent. to the state-of-the-art may be
based. Early i“ 1971 a set of design objec-
tives, in the form of Vibration Specif ieatio”s,
were generated for che LNG design. These speci-
fications reflect tbe current state-of-the-art,
were i“”oked for the mote recent Avondele and
Newport News LNG Carrier designs, were orig-
in?.lly published in the paper, “An Assessment
of Cuxzent Shipboard Vfbr.atlo” Technology,, [14]
and are repeated here for ready reference
puzpose’a .

Vibration specifications for 125,000 CN LNG
_

1.0 General Requirement.

The objective of this specification is to
limit the vibration of the ship and within
the chip, to those generally accepted levels
which will not result i“ discomfort or

annoyance t. the crew, will mot prove d~-
agin.g to the main propulsion system, or pre-
cipitate damage or nmlfu”cti.n of other
shipboard machinery and eq”iprr,ent. This
specification established the criteria which
will be used for purposes of eval”atio” as
well as the procedures a“d methods of Iue.a-
surenw”c to be employed in the e“al.a. tion.
It shall be the responsibility of the
builder to introduce corrective action where
the established criteria is exceeded, or if
aspects of the design are not considered
adequate co ach<e”e the criteria herein
established , recommend design chan~es , which
in their experience, are necessary to achieve
the desired results . For convenience, the
total ship is divided into the following
five parts ,

Fart 1 Vibration of HU1l Girder
11 Vibration of Najor Substructures
111 Vibration of Local Structural

Elements
Iv Vibration of Sblpboard Equipment
v Vibration of lfain Prop.lsio”

s y. ten

The detailed requirements Include the treat-
ment of each of these pares.

2.O Vibration of HUH Girder

The adequacy of the design with respect
to the generation of the driving forces
origi”a ti”g in the main propulsion ~ys ten
and the response of the hull girder is
reflected in its vibration characteristics.
These characteristic, ~rovide the base from
which tbe response of the major subs tructuras,

local structures, and supporting systems for
eq”ipme”c may be judsed .

2.1 flull Girder Criteria

The desisn objective is to limit the
vibration of the main hull girder co a
“docity of ?.25 i“/sec vertically, and
i. 15 in{s,ee in the athwartshlp or longitu-
dinal dizection when tested 1“ accordance
with the ‘,Code for Shipboard Hull Vibration
Meas”relr,ents ,,, The Society of Naval Archi-
tects and Marine E“glneers Bulletin No . 2-10.
An@ltudes greater than 150% of these “,1”,s

(+.375 and i. 225 in/see) will be considered

I
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::a:cep table. The selection of the pro.
:e]~er type, number of blades, ekew and
::earar, ces should be compatible with tbe
z:5ievement of the desired vibration char-

acteristics of the main hull girder ,nd
:rap.lsion machinery. Structural d,,ign
<e:ails, including but not limited to frame

,<a. ing, and dimensions, in the stern area
:, :+.e ship, should be adequate to pxeve”c

...ar? lng or cracking due to propeller excited

.$5 ration. Foundations for the stanchions
S:?;. rting the main deck house should be
,,:f%ciently rigid to prevent the amplifi-

:z:io” of the vertical motion of the hull in
:$., deck bow.. Any fail”..? of strllct”ral

:--–nentn t., within the hull girder, which
,,, be attributed t. “ib, ation, ~u. t be

::r.,. ted by tbe builder, as required.

:.9 Vibration of Major Sub= truct”re,

T“, response of major substructures re-
::., t s tbe dynamic behavior of those struc -
:.ural elements when s“hjected to the motions
:! the basic hull girder at the points of
a:tacbme”t. ks a minimum, the vibration
=plitudes a“d frequencies will correspond
:. chose of the hull girder at the point of

a: tachment. Some amplitude mag”ff icatio”
ge.erally may be expected as a result of
flexibility and/or resonances preser,t in

these substructures. Examples of major s“h-
s t ruct”res include deckhouses, uptakes,

=chi.ery Platforms, decks, and b“lkbeads.

3.1 Criteria for Major substructures

The criteria for the vibration of the
cajor s“bstr”ctures occupied by the crew,
is based on habitability req”freme”ts . As

. . objective, a maximum velocity of i .3o
in/see vertically and i. 20 in/=ec in ehe
transverse (athwartship or lo”git”dir,al)
directions is desired. Aqlit”de, greater
than i. 45 injset and f. 30 iuf$ee in tbe
vertical and tramverse directions respec-
t ively, shall be considered unacceptable
and must be corrected by the builder, as

required. During ship trials, tests shall
be co”d”cted to demonstrate compliance with

these req”ixements. Eq.ipment and proce-
dures called for in S. N. A.M. E. Bulletin 2-10

shall be “s-ad for evahmtim purposes. To

achieve these obj ectives, adequate supports
co the main deck house a“d tra”sveree
(athwartship and Io”git”di”al) bracing of
the structure itself , will be required to

prevent any significant amplification of the
main hull girder motion.

The criteria for the vibration of major

substructures, not inhabited by the crew, is
O. 1 g, provided this level of vibration is
acceptable to eq”ipme”t no””ted there.”,
including its supporting structure and

mountings, if any. If the “ibratio” of tbe
equipment mounted on these subscruct”res is
considered excessive for the eq”iprnent,
modifications of the s“bstr”ct”re or the
equipment supports, as necessary, will be
tbe responsibility of the shipbuilder 1.
“o case will struet”ral damage attributable

t. this vibration, be acceptable.

4.0 Vibration of L.c.ql St,uCtU,al E~ment,

The vibration of panels, plate., ., minor
etr.ct”ral members is ev.ql”ated in terns of
the vibration of the main structural members

to which they are attached. The reference,
therefore, could be the main hull girder at
that point or a major s“bstruct”re.

4.1 Criteria for Local Structural Elements

The criteria for local structural ele-
ments, if they are considered as a part of a
habitable space in ..”tact with the crew,

such as a compartment f 1... , is based on
habitability req”iremer,cs. Tbe same cri-
teria apply, as in the case of major sub-

structures, i.e. , amplitudes greater than
+.45 i“/sec vertically, and k.30 infsec in

either transverse direction, shall be ..n–
sidered unacceptable and must he corrected
by the builder.

The criteria for the vibration of struc-

tural elements, not in contact with the crew
and “ot supporting eq”ipmer,t , f 8 * .“25g , pro-
vided no str”ctura,l damage results or that
noise generated by this “ibration is “ot

considered excessive (greater than 90 dbA).
If damage to the structural element, or
excessive noise in habitable compartments

results, and can be attributed to tbe vibra-
tion observed, regardless of the level of
vibration, correction till be required by
the shipyard .

The criteria for the vibration of struc-
tural elements supporting vlbratfo” sensi-

tive equipment must be limited to that c.m-
sidered acceptable to tbe equlpnie”c, as
specified by the equipment manufacturer , or
*.25 g, whichever is the least, Structural
damage or excese.ive noise generated in

~bftable compartments, must be corrected
by the shipbuilder.

5.0 Vibration of Shipboard Eq”iDment

This r~q”ireme”t applies to all auxiliary
machinery and equipment Installed aboard

ship. It is applicable to both passive (not
self-excited) and active (self-excited)
equipment.

5.1 criteria for Shipboard Equipment

EquiPment selected should be designed to
meet the environmental vibration require-
ments established for shipboard “se. 1“
this i“St~~C~*.25 g should be used. Bal-
ancing and vibration tolerances for rotating
machines .sho”ld be represent. tive of and
must meet the accepted standards for good
commercial practice. Installation details,
incl”di”g the choice of mo””tfngs, if used,
should be checked to see that the equipment

vibration, as installed, does not exceed
that for which tbe equipment was designed.

ln the case of self-excited equipment,
such as engine generators , pumps , compres-

sors, etc. , the supporting structure and for
mo.nti”gs if used, should be designed to

Prevent excessive vibration of the eq”ip-
memt or the generation of excessive vibra-
tion or noise in the compartment in which
it is installed, or i“ adjacent habitable
spaces. sxcessive vibration is that above
i .25 g or that level for which the equipment
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is certified by r-he manufacturer, whichever
is the lesser, ?he vibration generated

nofse :s ex:ess:ve .+ez it is over 90 dbA,
S-e, es s,,. : :::.::::-> shall be che respon-
,,., ::,,. ,: ,... ,H.:p:.:il de,.

6.0 Vibration of Main Propulsion System

Main engines, shaf cs, couplings, reduc-

ti.n gear,, Propellers and related equipment
are designed for structural adequacy under
the conditions s cip”la ted in the proc.rment

specification. Vihre.rion chirracte. iecic.
of the propulsion 8y8tem wl.stba controlled
to avoid the presence of damaging vibration
within the system and with the generstio” of
severe hull vibration. ?ocent ial problems
i“cl”de balancing of cc,rnpo”er,t8 , lateral ,

torsional and longitudinal vibration of tbe
propulsion system, and resonance of the
hull scr”ct”rewhen stimulated by propeller
ferces at propeller blade frequency or

principal engine f requer,cies.

6.1 Balancing Requirements for Propulsion
Machinery

All rotating propulsion machinery shall
be balanced to niinfnize vibration, bearing
“~~,, and “01,.. The types of Correction,
as shown in the cable below, shall depend
on the speed of rotation a“d relative
dimens%or,e of the rotor.

Type of Speed Rotor
correction ~ Characteristics

single-plane 0-1000 L/D40.5
0-150 LID>O.5

Two-plane >1000 L/D.40.5
>150 L/D>O.5

Multi+,”. Flexible : Unable
co correct by tvo-
pla”e balancing,

L = Length of rotor mass, exclusive of shaft
D = Diani. of rotor mass, exclusive of shaft

The residual unbalance i“ each plane of
correction of any rotating part shall “ot
exceed the “~1”~ determined by:

U = + for speeds in excess of 100D rpm.

~ = 4000W
— for speeds between 150 rpm and

N’ 1000 rpm.
m

U = 0.177W for speeds below 150 rpm.

where U = maximum re.sfd”al unbalance, ozfin.

W = weight of rotating part in lb..

N = maximum operating rpm of unit.

6.2 Torsional Vibration of Propulsion
Macblnt?ry

The mass ,Ias cic system, consisting of

turbines, co”plimg., reduction gears,
shafting and propeller, shall have no ex-
cessive torsional vibratory stresses below
the top operating speed of the “nit nor
,XC,SSiV,vibratory torque &cross gears
within the operaci”g speed of tbe unit.
Excessive torsional vibratory stress is
that stress in excess of:

S . Ultf..mte Tensile Strength
v 25

Below the normal operating speed range,
excessive torsional vibratory stress 1s that
stress in excess of 1 31h times s .

Excessive vibratory torque, atvany oper-
ating speed, is that vibratory torque

greace~ than 75 percent of the driving
torque at the same speed, or 10 percent of

the full load torque , whichever is smaller .
A mathematical analysis of the system

shall be prepared by the e“gfne buf lder,
design agent cm shipbuilder to demonstrate

probable compliance with these requirements.
TM. analysis is to be forwarded to the

El Paso N. G. Co. for review. In the event
the analysis does “ot indicate probable
CO~pkJIC’?,& torsiograph test of the system
will be required Prior to 6cc~Ptw,Ce.

6.3 Lan@tudinal Vibration of ?rop”lsion
Nachinery

The dynamic xes+pom.of the propulsion
system shall have no excessive alternating
thrust within the operating speed ranga. ln

no case however, shall the displacement
amplitude of longitudinal vibration of tbe
propulsion machinery, incl”di”g the main
condenser and associated piPing , be suf f i-
cient to ad”ersely affect the operation of
the prop”lsio” “nit or precipitate fatigue
f ailul-e.

Excessi”e alternating thrust is defined
as :

a. Main and Turbine Thrnst Bearings

Excem?ive alternating thrust occurs
when tbe single amplitude alterr.atin~
thrust, mea$”red at the main a“d turbine
thrust bearings, exceeds the mean thrust
at that speed or exceeds 50 percent of
the full power thrust, whichever is
smaller.

b. Propulsion Kedncticm Gear

Excessive alternating thrust In the
reduction gear OCC”TS “hen the vibratory
stress i“ the gear teeth exceed tbe
allowable limits established by the gear
manufacturer.

c. Excessive Longit”dir.al Vibration

Excessive longitudinal vibration of
the main propulsion ,ysta unit, (fnclu-
ding co”de”ser, piping, etc. ) occurs “hen
the vibration exceeds +.25 g, or that
level certified as sat<, factory by the
eq”ipu,ent man” fact”rer, “hichwez is the
least .

A mathematical analysis of the system
shall be prepared by the engf n. builder,
design agent or shipbuilder to demonstrate

probable compliance with these req.lremencs.
This analysis is to be fomrded to the

El Paso N. G. Co. for review. During ship
trials , measurements shall be performed to
demonstrate compliance with specified limits.

These tests, conducted sfmultaneo”sly with
the hull vibration measurements called for
1“ 2.1 are described in S. N. A.M. E. Code C-1,
“Code for Shipboard Vfbratio” )+eas”remencs”
[51 . In this Code, Iongit”di”al vibration
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measurements are called for at the following
locations:

a.
b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

g.

Thrust Bearing Rousing.
Forward End of Bull Gear Shaft. This

position will require a probe and
Provision for access to the gear case.
Gear case Foundation. on toP of the

gear case foundation under the shaft
ce”te*line.
Gear Case Top. Over shaft centerline.
High Pressure Turbine. Attached to HP
turbine casing at forward or after end.
Low Pressure Turbine. Attached to LP
t“rhine casing at forward or after end.
Co”dens e, . Mounted .s low as practicable

and as near the fore and aft centerline
as possible.

6.4 lateral Vibration of Propulsion Shafting

No critical frequency of lateral vibra-

tion of the propulsion shaf ti”g system shall
exist below 115 percent of maximum rated
speed. A mathematical analysis of the lat-
eral vibration characteristics of the rota-
ting propulsion shafting system shall be
made to clearly demonstrate that the system
f. free from any lateral critical frequency
below 115 percent of the maximum rated sp-d.
This analysis shall be submitted to the
El Paso Natural Gas Co. for review.

MRITARILITY CONSIDERATIONS

‘III. scope of Shiphoard Vibration in this

Paper concerns itself with hull and machinery
“fbration excited by the propulsion system.
‘II. normal criteria for the hull reflects
habitability requirements, but is used to
define acceptable vihr.ation levels for ship
structures rather than to define the vihratio”
le”els acceptable to man, while the components
of the machinery system are Eenerally controlled
by fatigue characteristics. The habitability
requirements of Major S“hstructures, paragraph
3.1 of the LNG specifics.tiorw, and tbe hull
criteria, given in paragraph 2.1 of the LNG
specifications, prepared in February 1971, are
shown in Ff g“re 1, s“perirnpo aed o“ the Interim
Guide-Lines for Habitability Criterion proposed
by Working Group 2, “Ship Vibration” of 1S0/
TC108ISC2 in September 1974. The proposed 1S0
Criterion I“cl”des all ship types, both diesel
and turbine drives, For t“rbl”e driven ships,

as in the case for both the DD963 and the LNG,
the constant velocity criteria used in this
specification has wbseq”ently been endorsed by
Det Norske Ve. itas, with practically identical
range of 4 nnnfsec to 10 mmlsec for the shaded
zone as show” in Figure 2. For diesel driven
ships, the constant acceleration criteria, In
the law frequency range is considered appro-
priate. The le”ele used in the specifications

wexe intended co relate to the “state of the
Art” of ehipboard “ibration as well as satis-
fying the requirements of hwmn s“eceptability
to whole body vibration [121. More recently,
WG2 of 1so-Tc1O8ISC2 adjusted their “Interim
Guide-Lines for the Evaluation of Vibration in
Merchant ships” [10] to permit better agreement

with the 1S0 Standard 2631 as shown on Figure 3
‘I%. upper limit shown is also ccmsistent with
Curve 2 on Figure 4, taken from the proposed
S. N. A. M.E. “Ship Vibration and Noise Guide-

Lines” 111] . Only minor adjustments “ill be

required in f“t”re LNG specifications.
For comparison purposes a series of curves

entitled “Ship Vibration Interim Guide–Lines
for Habitability Criterion (September 1974) ,
Conpariecm with Various Criteria (Peak Valued ),”
was compiled by Lloyd’s Register. These curves,
Figures 5 thru 11, show the alternate criterion
used by B. S. R. A., Bureau Verit.s, lRCN, etc. ,
plotted against the 1974 1S0 Proposed Criterion
as shown in Fignre 1 with the LNG lfmits. It
should be noted that the proposed “I”terim
G.ide-Lines” [10] a“d [11] do not differentiate
between “ertical and horizcmtal vibration, be-
c.+”se the 1S0 WG members prefer to de”elop their
Suideli”es by the “se of reliable data obtained
from shipbuilders and operators. However, Pre-
liminary data shown by the VD1, susgests we
“ill have a lower criterion for horizontal
vibration, as shown in Figure 12 and 13. This
would appear to be more co”siste”t with the

Previously used criterion, Figures 5 tbru 11,
than vitb the 1S0 Standard 2631 [12] .

Reference to s. N. A.M. E. Bulletin 2-10 [3]

should be replaced by the re”ised “Code for
Shipboard Vibration Measurement” [5] . . . in the
near future, by the 1S0 Standard, “Code for the
lleasurement and Reportins of Shipboard Vibration
Data” [6] . The requirements for vibration of
Main Prop.lsio” Systems are consistent with the
technical standards de”eloped by tbe Navy [15]
and are based cm potential damage . . fatigue
levels. Previous reference to tailshaft design
requirements [14] , was an outgrowth of studies
conducted by the S. N. A.M. E. M-8 Panel on “Tail-
shsft Failures” and relates to designs employing
shaft liners. Results of pre”io.s studies, on
which this criteria, and the Navy shaft design

p~oced.re [161 a,, has’=d, we~e discussed in the
A. S.N. E. Tra”sactio”s [17].
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THE MATHENATIWL MODEL

‘l’be mathematical model used in the predic-
tion of hull response is generally based on the
availability of the technical data required,
the stat.. of the design, cost and time
available. Recent advanCeS in comPuter tech-
nology in handling large and complex structures
have resulted in wide usage of the finite-
element method for the prediction of ship hull
response . This method however , requires struc-
tural details whieb are not normally available
in the preliminary desfg” phase. Also, the
time required to perform such an analysis, tbe
high cost for modeling and computation, plus
the limitations of the input forcing functions,
damping characteristics and empirical factors
necessary to estimate actw.1 ship vibration,
would not appear t. justify the use of the
finite-element method, in the preliminary
design phase.

An alternate method of predicting the re-
sPonse of the hull girder has been successfully
used by NSRDC, for preliminary design studies.

This method i, referred to .s the 20-Station

free–free Beam Method, is described in Nssnc
Report 1317 [18] and 1s based on Tirmoshenkoqs

differential equation for the free lateral

vibration of prismatic bars, and the differ-
ential equation for torsion [ 19] , In this

analysis, tbe ship 1. represented by a n.n-

unif .m, contimous, 20-station free- f... hem
having the same mechanical and elastic proper-

ties as tbe physical ship. ‘me ship’s stmc-
C.ral weight, macbi”ery, cargo and added
masses (e”tr,ai”ed water) are lumped at the
half-stations. These masses are co””ected by
beam segments which possess the same elastic

P~.Perties as the correspondin~ ship sections.
A detailed description of the development of
the parameters for this program is presented
for a Coas c G“.qrd Icebreaker i“ Narine
‘Technology [20 ] .

Natural freq.e”cy and hull responws c.alcu-
latio”s can be carried out on existing Program.
such as NSRDC General Bending Response Code 1
[21] , NASTR4N, STARDYNE or by use of the
Electrical Analog [22] . Na,tw-al frequency
calculations are “sef”l in selec~i”~ optimum
shaft RIM to avoid vibracfon of the lower bull
modes at important operating speeds, when ex-
cited by u“bala”ced forces at shaft frequency.
‘The natural frequencies are ab tained by the use
of a unit ~citing force to an undamped system.
Hull response calculations may be predicted by
driving the mechanical system by tbe predicted

P~.Peller forces and system damping, discussed

l.t... SPecif i. examples in which the 20-
Station Free-Free Beam Method have been s.ccess.-
fully used , include the DD963 Class Destroyer
[23] and the 125,000 CN LNG Carrier [241.

Results of full scale test. and COllp~~iSOll
with c.1.ulations we. e brief ly reported in

Ship Structures Symposium ‘ 75 by Noonan [14] .
In the finite-element method, tbe aft part

of the ship s tr”ct.re, including the propul-
sion sy?. cem ?.ad super strtictnre, is modeled in
“tnmst detail, using ““me,.”. plate a“d beam
fi”ice-elements and lumped vei.ghcs. Tbe fore-
body is modeled by a co”cin.o.s beam having
the same .1. s tic properties as the corx espom-
ding ship str.ct”re, in a manner similar to

that used for the free–free beam method . Tb”s
hull or deck plati”gs are represented by the

plate finite-elements; deck plating stiffeners,
hull platf”g stringer,, and supporting stan-

chions, etc. , are represented by the beam
finite-elements; the prop.lsio” sye tan is
modeled by beam eleme”te sim”latin.g shafting
and bea.ring supports, and by lumped weights
simulating propeller, turbine and geari”ga, etc.
as described by Pauling [25] .

The hull response of the ship can be com-

puted hy exciting the finite-element model “si~
the blade frequency bearir,g forces input a? the

p..Peller and the blade frequency pressure
forces input at hull surface area in way of the

prOpelle..
The finite-element method for ship stxucture

modeling represents a promising potential of
adva”cenva”t in ship vibration prediction in
that it not only is capable of predicting modes
of vibration of the rnai” str”ct. re s.perstruc-
t.re and tbe prop.lsio” system, it also is
capable of predicting the local vibration of

the major bulkheads, deck plating or the s.p-

POrt str.cc.. e for the major machinery, pr.-
vided a good represe”tatio” or modeling IS
affected. However, its requirement far de-
tailed structural de, ig”, for a proper modeling

of the real ship, limits its application i“ the

P~el~inary design s%.. The finite-elemmt
method of analysis is however, considered

particularly well-suited f.r fi”=l de,ign
analysis i“ which str”ct.ral details are
established a“d at which time the vibratory
characteristics of major substructures and
local s true tural elements are evalua. t ed

lNYUT OR YORCING FUNCTIONS

In addition to tbe basic design purpose of

generating steady thrust for the ship’. propul-
sion, the rnaxine propeller also generates
fl”ct”ati”g hydrodynamic forces and moments
due to its operation i“ a non-uniform wake and
d“, to the passage of the blades close to tbe

hull and appendages. These fluctuating forces
and moments are usually referred to a, pro-

peller farces a“d are of blade frequency and
its higher harmonics, although the higher bar-
nm”ics are normally of secondary importance.
These propeller forces are in turn categorized
into two groups, the bearing forces and the
hull pi-es, ”,, forces.

1. Bearing Forces

‘II, hearing forces originate from the
“o”-. niformlty of tbe wake in the plane of

the propeller disc. The strength of tbe
various harmonics of the wake offsets the
magnitude of tbe bearing forces and influ-
ences tbe cbc, ice of the number of propeller

blades. The relative strength of the
VC2ri.u. orders of wake harmonics indicate.
tbe relative stre”gtb of the blade frequency
forces . The wake in turn is in fl”e”ced by
tbe design of tbe hull form. An optirmm
design of hull form “o”Id reduce the “on-

uniformity of the wake, thereby reducing tbe
magnitude of the bearing forces. The bear-
ing forces excite the ship thro”gb che pro-
pu1,iOn shaftim.g/bearing system, a“d are
. . . .,U..y .escr,. ea by SIX COnlpone”cs as
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illustrated in Figure 14. As shown in
Figure 14, with the origin of axes at the
center of the propeller, these components
are the thrust and torque in and ahont the
Iongit”dinal or fore-aft axis; the horizon-
tal bearing force and the vertical bending

moment in and about the horizontal or
athwart ship axis; the vertical bearing for..
and horizontal bending m.me”t in and about
the vertical axis.

The vertical and horizontal bearing
forces result from the propeller torque,
while the verticaland horizontal bending
moments are due to the propeller thrust
eccentricity from the centerof the pro.
peller.

2
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2. Hull !?xessure Forces

The hull Press.,. forces clrlgi~te from
the pressure variation caused by the passage
of propeller blade tips close to the hull

and appendages. The hull pressure forces
are expected to be affected by propeller-
hull clearance by blade loading and by
changes in the local pressure field around
the blade. Thas the occurrence of blade
cavitation will drastically Increase the

pressure force.. In some cases, a 20 to 40
times increase of hull pressure forces due
to cavitation has been observed in experi-

mental measurements, as compared to non-
Cavitating condition [26]. The pree.ar.
forces excite the ship Chru che hull bottom
snrfaee in way of a“d adjacentto the Pro-
peller. The pressure forces are fully

des.rihed by six components, mmely, the
longitudinal force and moment i“ and about
the fore-aft axis; the horizontal force and
Verticalnlome”tin and about Che athwarc,hip

axis; and the vertical force and horizontal
moment In and about the vertical axis, as
ill”straced In Figure 15.

1’-L,n,ftudf”.1 ,.,.,

fi -H,,!w”t,lFa,c$

t“-V*MU7 for..

0’.Lmwitudfmltint
~ .V,rtfultint

n;-“,,,,0””1mm”,

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,of ““,,,,.s, ”,,Force,

3. Shaft Freq”e”cy Forces

In addition to the aforementioned blade
freq”,ncy hydrodynamic forces, the Pr.P.l-

sion system also g,?”erates some lo”-fre-

q=en.7 mechanical fo.ces which are a.socl-
ated with shaft rotational speed. These
shaft frequency force* may result from one
or more of the following causes:

a. Shaft ““bal.a”ce;

b. Propeller unbalance;

c. Propeller pitch error;

d. Engine unbalance (for Diesel driven
ships) ;

e. Misaligned shafting;

f. Bent shaftin8;

g. Journal eccerttricity.

The most likely catisee of shaft frequer,cy
forces are tbosra due to a, b, c, a.”d d

above. The other poseible w.nees are not
as likely co occur if reasonable specifi-
cations, “workmanship a“d inspection proce-
dures are exercised.

Shaft frequen.~ forces occur within a
lot. -frequency range. They are, however, of
considerable concern since they may be of
large magnitude and may excite one of the
lower hull modes at or “ear full pot?,,.
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4. Effect of the Propeller Forces

‘rhe alternating blade freqtiency thrust of
the bearing forces provides the principal
excitation to the propulsion system i“ the
longitudinal mode, while the blade freqmencY
torque constitutes the principal excitation
to the propulsion system in the torsional
mode. The blade f reqtiency vertical bearing
force, when vector ially combined with the
blade frequency vertical pressure force,

provides tbe total vertical force which
excites the hull in tbe vertical direction.
Similarly the horizontal bearing forces,
when combined with the blade frequency
horizontal pressure forces, provide the
nw.j or contribution for exciting the hull in
the horizontal direction. Tbe veretcal and

horizontal forces and the distance from the
neutral axis of the hull combine to excite
the hull torsionally. Longf tndfnal hull
presstire forces and alternating thrust
entering the hull thru the thrust bearing
will combine to excite the hull in tbe
longitudinal direct ion. Shaft f KequencY
forces, generally assumed to equal tbe
allowable unbalar.ce tolerances, will excite
those lower hull nodes which occur within

the operating speed.

FACTORS AFFECTING TSE PROFELLER FORCES AND
THEIR CONTROL IN TSE PRELIMIN.AJW DESIGN STAGE

ln most design., the principal vibratory
forces will be at blade-frequency and harmonics
of blade-frequency. These frequencies will

generally result in forced, rather than reso-
nant vibration of the hull. It is imPortanf,
therefore, to minimize the input forces gen-

erated by tbe propeller and, at the sane time,
w. id obj ection.able resonant responses i“ the
propulsion systems and in tbe major substruc-
tures or structural components. To optimize
tbe design, by minimizing the inPut forces ‘0
the hull, the following factors should be
closely examined, preferably by model studies:

1. Stern Conf ig.ration

The stern configuration significantly
influences the wake field which in turn
effects the propeller forces generated.
unless previous studies clearly indicate
the inherent advantages of . give” stern
con fisur.atio” for minimizing tbe propeller
forces generated, wake stud <es should be
conducted on competitive models. TYPICal
examples of such studies are shown by
Hadler [27] and Nooman [14] . Tbe t.tal

forces generated necessarily also include
the hull pressure forces. TberefOre,
estimates of hull pressure forces and tbe
effects of cavitation on these pressure
forces must .1.s. be included in the decision
making process.

2. Hull Form

The details of the hull form selected can
also significantly effect the propeller
forces generated. The longitudinal velocity

component of the wake generally follows the
buttock 1<”. and represents tbe main contri-
bution to the wake harmonics which in turn
influence the magnitude of the bearing forces.

Therefore, to optimize the hull form, care
should be taken to insure the buttock line
do,. n.t produce any blocking effect t. the

water flow. n. nor. ““iform wake will

result in a reduction of both the bearing
forces and pressure force.. The effect of
fmpro”ed flow was dramatically shown on a
.ingle scre” LNG carrier, in which a fin WaS

added to the model, as a substitute for
improved hull form which was already cont-
mitted [141 . In this instance, a reduction

in hull pressore force of 80% was obtained.

3. Propeller Clearances

Insufficient propeller-hull clearance
will induce excessive hull pressure forces.

The longitduinal clearance, the distance
between the trailing edge of a strut or skeg
and the leading edge of the propeller blade,
is more important than the hull-tip clear-
ance . A minimum tip clearance of . 2D and a
clearance of 5D between the strut and
propeller-blade should be used as design
objectives.

4. Cavitation

Fkopeller cavitation inception will in-

crease the pressure force tremendously. It
i~ known from numerous model tests, and

confirmed by available full- scale trial data,
that a cavitating uropeller will produce
vertical blade-rate pressure forces ten
times as large as the corresponding vertical
b.a,i”g fore,. comparatively, the blade

frequency pressure force at n.n-cavitating

condition may be of the same order of magni-
tude as tbe vertical bearing force. As ?

larger excitation force implies a higher
level of hull vibration, it is therefore
mandatory that due attention be placed on
the prevention or suppression of propeller -
b~ade .avtc=tion. This would include

effective design of the buttock line to
insure a more uniform wake and the preven–
tion of excessive blade thrust loading.

5. Number of Propeller Blades

An harmonic analysis of the wake should

be performed ?.s a guide to the selection of
the number of propeller blades “hich would
minimize the strength of the blade frequency
b,a, ing force.. Tbe “umber of propeller

blades selected should “ot coincide with
strong components of ~k.. Before selection
however, care should be taken t. insure that

tbe number of blades best suited to minimum
bearing forces and corresponding minimum
htill vibration, are acceptable to the vtbra-

tory characteristics of the propulsion
~y~ta, part ic.larly in longitudinal v%bra-
tion. In open designs, such as an Open-
transom design, the strength of tbe wake
harmonics “ill generally reduce with an

increase in the number of propeller blades,
and the optimum choice will be dictated by
the predicted response of the proptilsion
system. A“ odd-number of blades will tend

to minimize the reinforcement of two vertical
blades operating i“ a non-uniform wake and
result in lower blade-frequency thrust and
torque. For unskewed propellers, an even

number of blades will generally produce
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lower v.. tital and horizontal bearing
forces [28] .

6. ProPeller Skew

.&nong the more recent developments im

P~OPeller design is the application of sig-
nificant amounts of skew. Althmqh sti Ll
considered to be in the development stage,
highly skewed propellers, which have good
cavitation and vibration characteristics,
have been mtecessfully used to ameliorate
the occurrence of serious vibration and

Cavitation problems, [281 a“d [29]. III new
designs, however, the .onsiderat ions pre-
viously discussed should be employed as the
p~imary approach to the limitation or pro–
peller generated vibratory forces. The

application of high skew should be COII-
sidered for further improvement of a good
design a“d “at as a substitute for good
design procedures,

PREDICTIONOF PROPELLERFORcES

1. Blade Frequency Forces - Calculation
-

1“ the prediction of the blade frequency

bearing and pressure forces, various theo-
retical calculation methods as well as
experimental methods are available. For tbe
theoretical calculation of bearing force,,

tYP1.al approaches include a Ct.m-dim,”, ional
q.asi steady-state method and a method based
on the three-d ime”sioml unsteady lifting
surface theory. The former method IIIVOIWS
the p.ss”mprio” that the frequency of the
oscillations of the inflow velocity is
s“fficie”tly small to allow a quasi steady-

‘tate analY. is, [30] a“d [31]. The Iatte,
method attempts to account for the unsteady
effect. atte”dinR the three-d fmer,sional
flow generated by the blades as they move

thru the spatially no”-””if orm wake, i“clu -
ding the effects of interferences between
the blades [32] . These calculation methods
utilize the wake and the propeller charac-
teristics as input data and give as o“cp. t
the mean and alternating bearing forces,
including the blade frequency and the higher
harmonic forces. Boswell gi”es a good pre–
sentat ion of the various talc.latio” methods
and their applicationto design [33] .
Research work on predicting the hlade–fre–

q.ency hull pressure forces is not M
ad”anced as that for estimating bearing
forces . References [34] and [35] present
some attempts in this aspect. However, the
effect of Propeller cavltatio”, which ha,

O“IY recently been recognized as capable of
tremendously magnifying the pressure forces,
is not included in these investigations.
Sine, propeller blade ca”itatlo” is gen-

erally a“ in”ai-iar, t occurrence for modern
high powered ships , the ig”ora”ce of the
cavltatio” effect on the pressure forces

puts doubts on the accuracy of them pre-
dic tfo” methods . Noordzij investigated the

Pressure field induced by a cavitating pro-
Peller [36]. BiS work, “he” combined with

that by Breslin and E“g, [341, or by Breslin
and Tsakonas, [371, is capable of predicting
hull press”., on tbe aft body hull bottom

area near the propeller. Based on a single
ship data, theoretical prediction of hull
pressure using Noordzij 1s method does “ot
show satisfactory comparison with experi-
mental data obtained by towing tank measure-
ment. It’s conp.arise” with full- scale trial
data is unavailable due to lack of data.

2, Blade Freq.e”cy Forces - Experimental
_

~Per~ental methods for predicting blade
freq”e”cy bearing and pressure forces
utilizes towirrg tank facilities and scaled

models of ship and propeller. Until the
recent entry of the large NSMB depres,urized

towing tank in the early 70* s [38 ] , open
water towing tank a“d repressurized cavita-
tion tunnels were invariably utilized for
the experimental meas”remer,t of bearing and

pressure forces, respectively. ‘l’be depre. –
surized totii”g tank can be used to tneasnre
both the pressure a“d the bearing forces.
In this tank the pressure ..” be lowered to
truly simulate the actual cavitating condf -
tion for the ship/propeller model. In

addition, it represents a“ important improve-
ment over tbe co”ve”tional cavitation t“n”el
in that the dime”sior,s of tbe tank P.,, large
enough to avoid unpredictable scale effects
on the ship,. hull with respect to blade
cavitation and f low separat ion phenomena.

For tbe experlme”tal measurement of
bearing forces the ship propeller model 1s
towed i“ the open or repressurized towing
tank at the simulated operating condition.
Tbe bearing forces and moments are measured

by means .f six-component balance installed
on the propeller ehaft. Data red”ctfm
then yields the mea” and .“steady bearing

forces a“d mmne”ts, at blade frequency a“d
higher hannonf .s .

For the experim,mtal u,ea.s”,eme”c of

Pressure force., eith.r the shiplpropeller
model is towed in che depres,urized towing
tank or the scaled model of tbe ship’s aft
body, toRethex with the propeller is built

into the cavitation tunnel. In both cases,
the ca”itati”g condition as expected for
tbe actual operating condition is simulated

by redu. tng the air pressure in the tunnel
or the towing tank. Hull pressure .“ the
stern area or the aft body is recorded by
placing pressure transducers at various
strate~ic locations. These data are further
analyzed to give blade frequency press”,.
a“d its higher harmonics. l“tegr. tion of
these px.ess”re data o“er the appropriate

hull surface area will give rise to blade
freq”e”cy press.re forces a“d moments, and

their higher barmonfcs.

Recent correlation studies on Dropeller
forces for the LNG Carriers have indicated

reliable accuracy of the experimental
methods used to n,.. ”,, tbe blade f,eq”ency
bearing a“d pressure forces. Considering

all factors, the model studies of tbe hea,-
ing and hull pressure forces, including the

effects of cavitatfo” are considered more
reliable than theoretical calculations.

I
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lNILL DAMPING cOEFF1clENTS

Damping plays a very important role in the
study of ship vibration since the resommt

amplitudes of a hull depend wc only m the
magnitude and location. of the exciting forces,

but also on the magnitude of the damping

Present in the ship and surround fng water.
Comprehensive understanding and reasonable
representation of damping will lllinfmf Ze the
d tscrepancies bett.ee” computed and measured
hull responses.

Ship damping may originate from various
sources which include structural or hysteretic
damping associated with internal friction in
[he bull .str”cture material; frictlo” d“, co
relative slippir,g and sliding between dry
surfaces; and viscous damping due to interaction
between the hull and the surrounding water.
Due to the complex oat.,, of the hull damping,
RQpf, ical treatment of the subject is utilized

by va.i... investigators, [39] and [40].
!lcGoldrick [ 39] snggested that for f lexur.d
vibration the damping coefficient C is in-
creasing with freq.er,cy, where c represents a
damping force per ““it velocity, per unit
length . Kumai reported damping factors for
various ships in vextical vibration and s.g -

s.esced the frequency dependency of the lo,ga.-
ritlmic decrement for “ertical vibration [40] .

Within this context of empiricism, Foster
and Alma conducted anchor drop tests to excite
transientvibrationsof the ship,s hull at low
frequencies [40] . l’heir experimental obser-
vations indicated that damping factors varied
with frequency and had proposed an empirical
formula fox damping factor as cluti = 8.5x 10-4(.. I.,
This finding may be considered as represe”te. -
tive of the state-of-the-art as far as krmw-
ledge of damping is concerned. ‘III, damping
factor 1s the reciprocal of the resonant mag-
nification factor Q, that is

Q=*

This factor, shown on Figure 16, has bee”
successfully used III the prediction of hull
vibration in both tbe free-free beam model and
in the ffnite-element calculations . when

predicting the response of major substrucc”res
.r local elements, a hysteret ical damping
factor, equivalent to five perter.t critical
is reccntme”ded.

fXPIRICAL FACTORS

The measurements and e“a.luatlon of shipboard
vibration concerns Itself with maximum repeti-

tive .an@it”des since it is this value which is

Pe~tinent, whether we are concerned with the
fatigue of metal, !rmlfu”ction of equipment or
physiological response to environmental
vibration.

“he purpose of design calculations is to
afford the design engineer the opportunity to
evaluate the anticipated vibratory characteri-
stics agaiust the measured characteristics.
To effectively do this, a number of empirical
factors will be required since design calcu–
Iatlons presume a sinusoidal I“p”t, steady flow

conditions, and do not prOeerly account for
the impact of cavitation, ship maneuvers,

F,,. ,6,,,,“,.,,.,,,,,”,,,,,.,,,,

or the normal modulation of the shipboard
vibration records.

Although existing data is extremely limited
a few of the more important factors which have
been sat fs.factorily used in the preliminary
design phase are given here for L“formatlo”

p..po.e. :

1. S1gnal Modulation

Shipboard vibration r,eas”rements portray
a sig”ifica”t signal modulation, even under
the most ideal sea conditions. Under sea
conditions specified for trials in the
vibrat lo” test codes [5] and [6], a factor
of g+ to ~ has bee” found to exist
betvee” an “average” or estimated ,’slnu-
soidal” signal and that observed as the
“maximum repetitive,, “.1”.. These values

Pertain to straight ahead, steady-speed
operation, with minimum rudder and a “Sea
state 3 or less. ” The factor of two is
based o“ data obser”ed on large tankers a“d
the factor of three has been found to be
representative of Destroyers.

2. Ship Maneu”ers

Unlike commercial ships, Navy Cornbata”t

types, Partf.ularly De.t~.yers, frequently
are required to conduct sharp, high-speed
ma”,”” . . . . Under such conditions the ship
is likely to require all vital equipment to

perform effectively. Under highs peed hard-
turn maneu”ers, the magnification factor of
the steady-speed runs can be expected to
reach a factor of three or better over the
steady -spaed conditions noted above, in the
case of Destroyers. For larger combatant

type., this factor may be red.c.d C. a
factor of two for large ships of dirnensfo”s
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of a carrier. A factor of two may also be
expected in large single-screw commercial
“’?$s.1s

3. Cavitation

As has been discussed earlier, the

presence .f cavicacion, alth0u8b difficult
to predict, can result i“ a significant
rise to the vibration levels noted aboard
ship in the range of 85 to 100 percent of

full-power ratin~. In cbe case of Destroyer

t~e.. On which mo$t data t. available, a
nagniflcatio” factor of three has frequently
been observed at full-power, over that

response obtained by assuming tbe vibratory
force. co follew an m2 function. In

particular casea such as in tbe case of the
U S . S . SPRUANCE,DD963, in “hich Particular

emphasis was placed on che avoidance of
cavitation [42] , a lower factor would be in

order. In chat case, i“ the preliu,i”ary
design study, the bull pressure forces were
assumed to equal in magnitude to the ver-

tical bearing force., and in phase with
them a“d “o additional factor was applied.

4. Longitudinal Vibration of Machinery

~

TO effectively relate rbeorecicalpre-
dictions of the vibratory ehazacteristics of
shipboard systems, to the actual underway
performance characteristics, the con elation
of calculations wicb full-scale shipboard
studies is required, on a statistical basis.
‘this .pproacb of fezs significant Opportu-

nities to simplify the preliminary design

procedure. As an example, it has been
reported hy Zalounis and Antonides [ 43] ,
that o“ a representative nwnber of Navy
Surf ace Ships , that cbe resonant magnif ica-
tion factor for lo”gitudi”al vibratory
response of the main propulsion system,
varied between nine and twelve The “a,lue
of data of this tYpe is readily .lpPar,”t and

points the way toward a more efficient
preliminary design process.

~LL -s CALE TESTAm Ev.4LuAT10N

The method of measuring and evaluating ship-
board vibration has evolved over many years
and is reflected in the recent S. N. A.M, E.
“Code for Shipboard Vibration Measurement!, [5] .
The procedures a“d methods of measurement and
evaluation presented in this document have been
accepred universally and have been used as the
basis for the proposed 1S0 Standard “Code for
the Neasuremer.t asd Reporting of shipboard
Vibration Data, ‘, [6] , “hich is expected to

aPPear shortly a. an International Standard.
The latter document includes additional measure-
ments, particularly related to bull pressure
measurements, lateral vibration of shaf ti”g
systems and vibration measurements specifically
related to diesel engine drive systems.

Complete full-scale studies are required for

the evaluation of “First of Class” desip,r.s.
These studies should be conducted in accordance
with che prescribed codes. Limited st”diee are
required on follo”-on ships. The purpose of

these studies is intended co:
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1.

2.

3.

Canfirm the adequacy of the design,
rel.acive to tbe design requirements 0.
,peciff cations;

Determine corrective action, where
required ;

Obtain technical data to permit che
cantinned development of tbe design

procedure and the improvement of
empirical factors .

A review of the factors give”, demonstrates
tbe complexityof the problem of predicting

response characteristics of shipboard vfbration.
As a direct result, it becomes i“creasinzly

apparentthat the total problem is not amenable
to a “cookbook” design procedure, but rather
is dependent on a collection of research data
and a judicious application of that data by

experienced vibration engineers. Full scale
tei+tfng IS rherefore a major factor in devel-
oping and improving the design procedure. Many
supplemental studies conducced in connection
with routine full-scale studies on new designs,
same of which have been o.tli”ed in [14] and
[44] , are considered important in the ultimate
objective of developing and iuiprovi”g a sim-
plif ied preliminary design procedure.

TRE DD963 AND THE EL PASO LNC CARRIER PROGRAMS

‘III. DD963 Pxogr.am

The application of specific limitations to
hull vibration was an innovation in the devel-

opment of the DD963. Specific limits were
placed on hull vibration i“ the form of target
and reject amplitudes. A detailed vibration

program w.. developed [45 1, which included a
“Preliminary Hull and Nachfnery Vibratior.
Analysis,n [46] which was primarily used m
make early engineering decisions. During the
detailed design de”elopme”r numerous supple-
mental analyses were performed c“lminacing in
the full-scale vibration test program conducted
in February 1975.

In cbe earlier paper, “An Assessment of
Current Shipboard Vibracio” Technology” [14],
limited data was presented because of class i-
f icatfon restrictions. Howe”er, tbe i“f orma-
tion presented did pro”ide an i“.ight on cbe
effective”e.ss of the prelimirm.y vibration
analysis performed on the DD963 and the utility
of tbe current state-of-the-art in tbe predic–
tim of hull and machinery vibration. Judge-

ment on the effectiveness of the program, wbl.b
lesned heavily on the experience of tbe inves-

tigators, is best f onned by an examination of
the data previously presented and the test
res.lt9. Because of current security restric-
tions, no additional data is presented in this
paper. However, the following observation.
may be readily made from tbe data previously

presen~ed ~

1.

2.

3.

Predicted bull frequencies W,,. closely
confirmed by test.

Simplified method of predicting hull
freq”e”cies [47] agreed well with the
20 station “beam model,, [20].

Good agre~e”t “as achieved betweec.
estimated and calculated PrOPeller
forces.

~



6.

.

Target levels for hull vibration were
readily net.

Observed le$?els for hull vibration fell
between theoretical values (based on
sinusoidal response) and predicted
amplitudes (which included empirical
adjustments required to conform to test
requirements).

Very good agrearent in the longitudinal
vibration character fst<c.g of the pro-
pulsion system w~S achieved between the

Prel~ina~Y design analysis [461,the
f init.-element analysis [ 48], and that
observed by strain gage measurements
observed during trials [49] .

1“ ge.eral, the design procedure employed to
predict the vibration characteristics of the
hull and propulsion machinery systems of the
DD963 was similar to that described In this
paper. However, based on accumulated data
available at the David Taylor Ship Research
and Development Center, the hull form was
established a“d the opttiization of the details
of struts, rudders, et. . were carried out at
the Navy Facility. For preliminary estimates
of propeller forces, calculations were based
on an assumed wake taken from a similar hull
f mm and a standard series propeller. Find

calculations were based .“ actual wake survey
and propeller details. lrI this i“star.ce and
in the absence of an adequate prediction pro-
cedure, the hull pressure forces were assumed
to be equal in m.a8”itude to the vertical
bearir,8 forces a“d i“ phase with them. No
additional allowances were made for cavitation

since particular efforts were made to avoid
cavitation on this ship.

Supplemental studies, including finite
element analyses of malor substructures,
including gun and missile foundatio”a, tier.
carried out to insure re.so”a”ces at blade-rate

frequencies were avoided. Similarly, the
support systems (foundations and mountings)
were analyzed for most equipment installations.
AS a direct result of the 1.” levels of vibra-
tion present in the hull, and the absence of
resonant magnification of this vibration in
mounted eq”ipmer.t, the DD963 was considered
II”usually free of trouble scnne vibration.

LNG Progrsm

Un2ike the case of the Destroyer Design,
little vibration ‘kxper?er.ce was available to
the designer.s a“d builders of the first
125,000 Cubic Meter LNG Ship, having a single
screw and 45,000 SSP. In 1970 performance
guarantees could not he obtained above
36,000 SSP. Because of the potential impact
of serlo”.s vibration problems on the program
of the owners, the El ?aso Natural Gas company,
all reasonable effort to avoid stich dlfficult!es
was required of the builders, Chantiers
Atlantique, France-tmnkerque. The specifica-
tions referred to earlier “ere invoked o“ snb-
seq”ent contracts with Newport News Shipbuild-
ing and Drydock Company and Avondale Shipyards,
Ill. .

The design approach described earlier “as
found to be quite effective in the development
of the El Faso LNG Program, which at that time,

Was an advancement of the state-of-the-art.
me earlier report [14] described in me
detail the development of the initial design.
Scme of the more fmporta”t steps taken in that
design are briefly discussed here for purposes
of evaluating the approach used.

1.

2.

The first step involved the selection of
the stern configuration. For this pur-

pose France-knkerque had three models
tested at the Netherlands Ship Model
Basin (NEMO):

Model 4141 - Modified Rogner - Figure 17
Nodel 4147 - Conventional - Figure 18
Model 4148 - @en Transom - F1g”re 19

The circumferential distributions of
I.angit”dinal Veloc%ty Components obtaired
by NSMS for each model “ere shown in the
earlier report [141 . A preliminary
analysis of the Ionsit”dinal vibration
characteristics of the main machinery
system indicated the maxfmum number of

propeller blades required to insure the
fundamental critical falling above the

opera tirig speed, would be five. There-
fore, since an examination of the longi-
tudinal velocity barmnntcs indicated a
fine-bladed propeller would be preferable
to a four, the propeller parameters were
developed in accordance with the
Wagenigen B-Series for 5-bladed propel-
lers. AS in the case of the DD963 the
propeller forces a“d moments were
developed for comparison purposes.
Results taken from reference [50] are
shown in Table 1.
Based on the results of these studies,
France-tinkerq”e selected the open
transom stern for their final config-
uration. This same configuration was
also selected by Newport News Ship-
building a“d by Dock Co. for the
125,000 CN LNG ships presently under
construction for El Faso Gas Co.

T%. second important step was the pre-
diction of the vibratory forces and
moments on the final design, represented
by Model 4221A and 5-bladed Propeller
Model 4522. These predictions were
made at N8MB by direct measurement on a
wooden model constructed for that pur-
pose. The results of the measurements
made by N8MB, taken from reference [ 51]

are shown in Table 11, along with the
calculations made by Det Norske Verftas
(DIFI) on Nodel 4171 (slightly longer
than 4222A), taken from reference [52] ,
and the original results given for the
project hull, Model 4148, as previously
shown f.n Table 1. The measured results
are considered more reliable and are

used for hull response calculations,
when .v. i 2ahle.
Hull pressure forces and momenta, with
and wftho”t cavitation, were also pro-
vided by NSMB. They were based on model
pressure measurements and “ere included
in reference [511. The horizontal and
vertical hull forces are normally the
most significant i“ regard to hull vibra-
tion. In this instance, o“ the open

.
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TABLE I

125,000CM LNG Shipswith 5-bladedPropeller
Resultso~cul ationsof Propeller ForcesBasedon NS!.lBData

!!~KNOTS

SHPm

o ft.

~ Thrust,lbs.

~ fibs,

~li f%

o Torque,ft. 1bs.

6 Aft. lbs

jl~ +%

‘h
Brg. Force,ilbs,

Fh/? f%

iv Brg. Force,+lbs,

/“17 t%

Model 4141—.
20.0

43,000

26,64

635,800

39,76o

6.25

2,370,000

97,470

4.10

6,750

1.06

3,190

.50

Model 4147

19.0

34,400

25.0

472,900

31,820

6.75

1,754,000

88,780

5.05

3,900

.82

1,660

.35

Model 414E

20.0

41,600

24.5

451,600

17,520

3.89

2,053,000

56,660

2.74

4,950

1.11

2,134

.47

TA8LE 11

F-O 125,000CM LNG Shipwith 5-bladedPro eller
CompareSOn Of h!eaSuredand ~i.lfi~~&~_To~a”d MOme.ts

IMOOEL4221A NOD:L 4171 INODF.L4148
14EASUWD CALCULATED CALCULATE

v~ Knots 20

SHPm 40,500

D Ft. 25

7 Thrust, lbs. 460,760

7, fibs 7,053
..

T2
ill)s ml

O Torque, ft. lbs. 1,938,440

5, *ft. lbs. 23,150

:2 ~ft. ibf,. 1,450

\!ert.Brg.Force,lbs. 37,489
!V
F1 +15s.
TV

3,310

+lbs
_v2 –

22U

:h
Her.BrS,Forcc?,lbs. 16,090

:h1
ilbs 3,530

‘h2
ilbs 440

~tv Vert.Mcment,ft.lbs.475,93o

g;tvl ifl. lbs. 104,16(1

-tvz +ft, lb$. 9,400

!th ‘or” ‘Om’e”t’ft’lbs528’010
t$h, *ft. lbs. 26,760

thz *ft. lbs. 1,450

20

45,000

25

520,%90

9,040

7,500

2,2!!2,860

33,270

26,760

970

1,24’3

970

15,45(3

450

290

318,980

97,650

60,760

73,600

31,100

23,150

NH [501

20

41,600

24.5

45!,6~o

17.s20

2,053,000

56,660

16,5L?0

2,134

3,700

4,!750
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transom stern without c.avltation, the
horizontal force was negligible while
the vertical hull pressure fo.c, at
ble.de-frequer,cy was *2, 660 lb., approx-
imately equal to the bearing force
+3,310 lbs shown in Table 11. Without
cavitation, only the first harmonic was
important and when combined vectorlally
with the b-ring force, the resultant
vertical force was *2, 620 lb. just a
little smaller than the bearing force

alone. Referring back to the DD963,

YOU will recall we assumed these tvo
forces eqaal, but in the interest of

conservatism, assumed they were in
phase.
Of particular interest UaS the h=~l
pressure forces with cavitation. T!Ie
horf zontal forces remain negligible,
but the v&rtical bull pressure forces
increase substantially for the first

three harmonics, as follows:

‘“1 ‘rem *2$660 lbS to t19, 200 lb.,

Fvz f ~am *180 lb. to *13, 900 lbs a“d

;“3 from t130 Ibs t. fl,540Ibs.

When “ectorially.OmbtnedWith the
vertlCalbearing force, the first cbree
harmonics are equivalqt to i16, 98o lbs,

f13,700 lbs and il,540 lbs. These
“alues indicate the strong influence of

cavftatio” on hull vibration.

3. To minimize the effect of c,avitatio” on
the hull, supplene”tal studies were
conducted by Y-D on the fin-al propeller
design, at the vacuum “ater channel at
Gotenburg, Suede”. Details of the pro-
peller design and testing program were

presented by Le,txon in reftire”ce [53] .
Correlation bet”een tbeot-etical force
predfctlo”, measured forces, a“d actual
forces “hich may be deduced from full.
scale studies should contribute much to
the evaluation of cavitation forces i“
the design stage.

4. Finite element analysis of the bull for
structural response “as performed by
Bureau Veritas. Although estimates of
vibratory amplitudes “ere made, they
were based on conservative damping co-
efficients and “maximum expected
response’q was determined, rather than
predicted amplitudes. y!be major value
of these calculations was z. identify
possible scrtmtural resonances, which
might prove objectionable. one such
potential problem area which “.s iden-
tif ied and corrected, was the f ore-ar,d-
afc response of the strut snpport for

the propeller sbaf t bearing. Modal
cbaracterlstics of the deck house also

provided tbe basis for stiff e“ing, if
required.

5. A vibration generator which produced
13,200 pounds force at 9 Hz, “as in-

stalled on the aft deck of the “Paul

Kay8er, ” tbe F-D LNG to physically
determine the presence of 8tructural

6.

7.

resonances in the deck house a“d the aft

Portion of the hull. ‘rbis work “a, done
dockside in che shipyard. N. str”ctu,al
deficiencies were determined by this
process,

The vibratory .+aracteristfc. of the
main propulsion machinery were deter-
mined by both finite-element analysis and

by c.~enti.nal design procedures. Good
agreement was observed between the
investigators for torsional, Iongitudinaz
and lateral shaft vtbxation. AS is

gener.lly the case, the torsional criti-
cal “as determined 10” i“ tbe shaft

speed (42 8PM) and the l.ngiwdh~l
critical “as determined to be above the
operating speed at approximately 145 RPM.
The lateral shaft resonances were deter-
mined to fall in the range of 83 to 98
RPM, Per referewe [54]. n= subject of
lateral shaft vlbratio” requires special
attention at this time. lle presence
of shaft “hirl or lateral vibration of
the shaft excited by qrapeller-blade
frequency, has been calculated to fall
in the upper speed range of a number of
ships, and ha$ generally been considered
acceptable. Recent experiencesgained
on other large ships employing oil
lubricated bearings arid propulsion sys-
tems similar to that employed on the
LNG Carrier has prompted an in-depth
study of the MISALIGWTS?NT a“d LATSRAL

S8APT V1B8ATION characteristics of such
designs. These studies k.”~ indicated

that in some cases the angular misalign-
crs”t between the axis of the shaft and
bearing, can exceed tbe tolerances of a
long, fixed bea,rf”g, and the vibratory
response of the shaft within the bearing
can exceed the clearances of the bearing,
in the vicinity of the I.ateral resonancea
Further investigations are underway o“
this problem. In the meantime bovever,
recommendations have been made to avoid
lateral critical, “Ithln *15% of normaI

operating speed.

Full.scaletrials were conducted in
July 1975, during Bullder*s a“d Accep-
tance Trials of the “PAUL KAYS8K,, and
included:

Hull and Machinery Vibration Hea,”rmen-

by NKS.
Propeller Shaft Strain Gage Measurem,e”cs

by NRF.
Hull Pressure Forces by F-D.
Underrater TV of Cavitation by DNV.
Vibration a“d Noise Habitability by F-D
and NSW.
Proximity Shaft and Oil Pressure Measttre-
raents by NKF.
Vibration Generator Studies by F-D and

NSF.

Results of the t.ials> based o“ the
Preliminary Report of August 12, 1975,
were incltided .ss a Supplement to the
earlier paper .* “An Assessment of
Current Shipboard Vibration Technologyq,
[14] . ‘Ih final report for the PAUL
KAYSRR [55] was published in No”ember
1975.

1.
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The

a.

b,

c.

d.

e,

f.

h.

principal resnlts indicated:

The level of forced hull vibration,
as measured at the aft perpendicular,
was well within the recommended

design objectives. The vibration of
the bull did not exceed 50% of the
recommended criteria, when deliver-
ing 45,000 SHP.

The calculated amplitudes of hull
vibration, “sing the 20 Station Beam
model [56] showed good comparison
with test results and that ptedicted
by Bureau Veritas by finite element
analysis .

A sharp resonance of the deck house,
in the fore-and-aft direction,
coupled with the vertical response
of the hull, was determined to be
related to resonances of tbe radar
e.ntenna and mast. Subsequent shaker
studies conducted on tbe El Faso
SONATRACH led to identification of
the problem and corrective action
and was report ed in the SONATRACH
vibration report [571 .

Significant increases in vertical
hull vibration during Builder’s
Trials (300%) were noted and related
to increased cavitation thru the
underrater TV studies conducted by
D!VI [58]. The large increase was
originally assumed to be related to
a section of the launching cradle,

which was still attached to the bow
during the Builder’s Trials. Later
studies on the SONATRACH indicated
the difference In amplitude between
Builder’s Trials and Off icial Trials
was reduced to a factor of 2:1 vs
3:1 observed on the RAYSER.

R-11 pres.sure measurements reported
by TRCN [59] and vibration generator
studies conducted during tbe trials,

provided correlatlo” between hull

Pressure f o~ces, cavttattoo and hull
“Ibre.tion [60] .

The maximum alternating thrust,
measured by strat” gage “.s observed
to be i21,500 lbs. This represented
a peak value , which allowing for the
estimated amplification present,
wonld ..”firm the estimated sinu-

soidal input force of approximately
+7,000 lbs.

The fundamental longitudinal fre-

quen.y .f the ~in propulsion syst~
was predicted to be well above tbe
maximam operating speed of 108 RPM.
The test results confirmed that this
was the case but the actual resonant
frequency “as of course, not deter-
mined by test.

SPeCiSI studies were co”d”cted cm
b. th the PAUL SAYSER and SONATRMX
to g.<” insight into potential
problem areas reflected in recent
failures experienced on oil-lubri-
cated strut bearings and seals on
high-horsepowered ships. Special

measurerte”t transducers included:

Velocity gages on the strut bearing
to tnea. s”rfl vibratory displacement.

Non-co”tact proximitors to measure
relative motions bet”een shaft and
bearing.

Pressure gages to measure sea-water
and oil-pressures on both sides of
bearing seals.
These m.as”rements “ere met with
lfmited SIIccess, but “ere “ot partic-

ularly pertinent to the evaluation of
the design procedure under discussion.

THE AVONDALE AND NENPOR’I NBNS LNG DESIGNS

The following El Pam LNG ships Include the
Avondale design “hi.h is a conventional bull,

aPPr.xl.JatlW Model 4147 and the Newport Ne”s
design which is also open tra”son stern, simi-
lar to Model 4148 and the F-D design. Both of
these design. were studied in the new Vacuum
Tank at NSNB .

Three cavitation tests ware conducted on the
A“o”dale Model. The first, “ith propeller
model 4756 produced a “ertical hull pressure
force of 40,250 lbs. The second, with an
improved propeller (model 4833A), produced a
force of 30,120 Ibs. The third test included
the improved propeller a“d the addition of a
t“n”el to fmprove the flow into the propeller.
This resulted in a force of 7,700 lbs [611 .
These modifications provided reductions of 25%
and 80% respectively, from the original hull
pressure force of 40,250 lbs.

The Newport News model, although having an
open transom stern similar to that of the F-D,

prod.ced generally loner forces a“d rnmnents
than the F-D model, as well as a loner vertical
bull pressure force [62] . A portion of this
difference may be attributed to the difference
lo test conditio”a. The F-D model was tested

In open basin, while the N.N. model was tested

in the new Vacuum Tank, both at NSNB. Recent
trials conducted on the E1 Paso SOUTHERN, the
f irs’t of the Newport News hulls, In March of
1978, did not appear to support this difference.
Preliminary results indicated hull vibration to
be similar to that observed on the France-
D“nkerq”e ships.

The total test program planned for all three
desis”s, together with the extensive analyses
conducted, should materially contribute to the
““der standing of the problems associated with
the measurement and prediction of hull vibra-
tion on ships of this type. Of course, programs
of this type which ultimately rely heavily on
empirical factors, req”lre many more ship
studies. It 1s on such data that the test

program and publication of ship vibration data,
recommended by the HS-7 panel and supported by
the E“ll Structures Conmittee of the S. N. A.M. E.
de~ends .
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GENESALOBSERVATIONS(Repeated from “An Assess-

ment of Current Shipboard Vibration Technology”
[14])

An assessment of current shipboard vibration
technology, with particular reference to che
work carried out on the DD963 and LNG programs,
leads us to some general observations, the more
important of which are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11,

12.

13.

The control of shipboard vibration (hull
and ?rachi”ery) indicates the prfmary
effort should be directed at the control

of exciting forces, the mjor forces
generally being related to those ac

propeller-blade frequency ox harmonics
of propeller blade frequency.

Having limited the exciting forces to
acceptable levels, str”ct.ral and for
mechanical r es rmanc es should be NO Id ed
i“ the important operating speed range.

Since many other design facto.s contrib-
ute to the final configuration of hull
or machinery, technical impacts betvee”
hull a“d machinery characteristics
must be considered, such as hull criti-
cals and shaft SFM or the “umber of

p~opelle~ Mades and propulsion system
resonances.

For a given ship design, o“e stern
configuration could Prove superior to
another, as noted in the earlier LNG
studies.

Design details of a given stern config-
“ratfo” can significantly I“fl”ence the
forces generated.

The presence of significant cavitation
can magnify the bull pressure forces by
factors greater tba” ten co one or
increase forced response greater than
resonance.

Theoretically determined propeller and
hull forces and moments my be used
effectively i“ preliminary design.

The propeller forces and morm”ts,
obtained by neas”reme”c on the ship
model, are considered more reliable
than theoretically derived values.

‘dull pressure forces and moments to
aSSeSS cavitation effects can best be
ob Cafned in a “a.”m tank.

The response of tbe hull girder a“d main
machinery system can be estimated by che

implication of the propeller forces .a”d
moments applied to a suitable model by
the inclusion of damping estfmates andl
or tbe application of service factors.

Considerable full- scale testing, cor-
related against design predictions, is
required to devalop more reliable damping
and/or service factors.

Finite element analyses are considered
most useful for the design evaluation of
major substructures and propulsion
systems.
More sirnplif led a“aly,eS , such as the
20-Station beam model, have been f o“nd
.sef”l in preliminary design studies.

In a more general context we may note that
in many cases in tbe past the presence (or
absence) of serious vibration aboard .hLp has
been a matter of chance and was only corrected
by major surgery, if at all, Although we are
still a long way from our ultimate objective,
“e have many examples whereby problem areas
have bee” eliminated or reduced to acceptable
levels by improved desiy,n approaebes. Scme of
tbe more common of such problems include cor-
sio”al and Iongitudi”al vibration of propulsion
systems, dynamic balancing, shaft bending
stresses and hull vibratfo” caused by dynamic
or hydrodynamic u“bala”ce and cavitation. At
this tlnie, it seems safe to say that we have
not fully integrated our present technical
knowledge into our design procedure. Too much
is f reqnently left to chance, retained in
company files, or never fully evaluated for the

purpose Of ~proviw our approach. MOSt Of us
would cite many examples of such design or

management deficiencies which actually inhibit
the development of improved techniques.

The initial steps are now underway. Speci-
fications or requirements have been laid on in
a number of cases, such as for those ships
ref,e.zred c. in this paper. Such requirements
nti OIIIY id?+tify vibration .? stress levels

which would “+IIY be objectionable from
habitability o*. stress point of view, but also

prov$de a basis py whfcb design approaches MY
reasonably be included in the cost of the ship.
True, the vibration studies are “ot alva ys
specifically defined. However, we ca” already
recognize the progress toward a more standard-
ized appr.sach.

FUTURE RESRARCH

The current test plan scheduled for the LNG

program, aS identified arlier, includes:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Hull and i%mbi”e,y Vibration.
1“ addition to the conventional bull and
machinery vibration measmements pre-
scribed by the “code for Shipboard
Vibration Measurements” [5] , a“d which
will be used to correlate actual ship
and machinery response ag.si”st predic-
t ions, the following s“pplerr,ental
measurements should be made:

a. Af,ternatf”g thrust in the propeller
shaft .

b, Fore a“d aft vibration of tbe shaft
strut.

c. shaft notion within the strut bearing
(both ends) .

d, Oil pressure to the bearing and sea
“ate. pressure i“ che oil seals to
the strut bearing.

Hull Fressure Forces for correlation with
predicted forces obtained by calculation
and model testing.

Propeller Stress Measurements plus
alternating torque and thrust to cor-
relate actual propeller forces against
calculated and measured valnes.

Cavitation studies by underwater TV for
correlation with laboratory model
studies .

1’
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5. Vibration and Noise Habitability
w.asurements for comparison with

existing or proposed standards.

This program which 1s largely supported by
the El Paso Gas Company, will contribute much
to am understanding and evaluation of current
6esign procedures. Howcwer, an in-depth study
.f a single hull is Inadequate and the exten-
sion of the test program to the follow-an
*slgas is needed to develop reliable design

~ta applicable to the LNG Carriers. Similar
?rngrams of study are considered necessary on
ocher basic designs to gain sufficient empiri-
eal data required to obtain the .Itf.mate design
?r.cexiures required. In this regard industry
tide support of the Hs-7 Panel rs program for
*caining and publishing, in standard f orm.at,
‘* vibration characteristics of all new ships,
is strongly recommended.

lU the hydrodynamic area, it is considered
s=essary to ob tafn the preferred configuration
for a given ship class, to optimize the design
details, to minimize the adverse effects of

cavitation, and to obtain reliable input forces
and moments to be used for dynamic analysis.
&%ile it may be said that the metuw for

carrying out these studies are available in one

form or an. tber, the application of this inf or-
aation, by the average designer appears to be
sc.mevbere between an art and a research program.
The development of a standard or re,ome~ed
procedure which will provide tbe desired results
at minimum cost is also strongly recommended.

Another significant contributic,” to ship
vibration research was the “lIighly-Skewed

Propeller Research Program,, recently carried
out on the Sam Clemente Class Ore Sulk oil

(OBO) Carriers [63]. This progrm, primrily
spo”.sored by the Maritime Adu,i”istration, has
explored the “,~ of propeller skew as a mea”.
of reducing hull a“d machinery vibration. As
wse concluded , “Skewed Propellers are useful
tools for reducing vibratfo” problems but they
are ~ a panacea that can be wed blindly.!,
Further study is reccnmnended on this subject
to determine when and how to apply the skewed

propeller to advantage. It i. ,Ugge=ced how-
ever, that it might appropriately be limited to
those applications in which conventional design
techniques will not achieve the desired results
or to those in which _ vibration and

m L.. . . . a requirement.
The Hs-7 P.a”el compiled a list of seven

individual recommended research projects, which
were subsequently endorsed by the Hull Struc-
ture Ccmmlit tee in 1972. These proj,,, ts , ~bich
vould also <nclude the efforts of the Hydrody-
namics a“d Machinery Committees are identified
under the f ollowi”g titles:

HS-7-1
Es-7-2
Hs-7-3
HS-7-4
HS-7-5

HS-7-6

I!S-7-7

Vibration Specifi.atio”s

Vibratory Propeller Forces
Hull Frequency Determir,atio”s
Dynamic ResPo”se of Ship Hulls

Dynamic Response of Main Machinery
.+@ tar,,
V~bratlon Measurement and Analysis
Procedures
Design Guide for Shipboard Vibration
Control (Interim)

The objective, plan of a.tie” and end product

have bee. defined in each casa. At this time

the HS-7 Panel has drafted “Ship Vibration and
Noise Guideli”esVV [11] and the Ff-20 P.a”el

(f-fachinery Vibrations) has produced Code c-5,
“Accept.qble Vibration of f4arine Stem a“d Heavy
Duty Gas Turbine WI. and Auxiliary Machinery
Pla”ts,, [9] . while the research panels of the
S. N. A.M. E. have accomplished much in the past,

conducting research by part time contributions
of panel members is painfully slow. lt is
recommended that more aggressive action be
take” by the Industry as a whole, i“ SUppOrt
of these proj acts.

STATE-DF-THE-ART, 1978

Referring to the Design Approach discussed
i“ this paper, and as applied i“ the develop-
ment of the DD963 and El Paso LNG Designs, we
may make the following observations relative
to the State-of-the-Art for the Design Pre-

diction of Hull Vibration, as it exists in 197si

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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We have reasonably well established
suitable bull vibr.atio” criteria which
reflects the state of art of tbe ship-
building industry and the physiological
requirements of the .rew.

These criteria, when applied to the
vibratory characteristics of the hull
girder, ca” be readily used as design

objectives or basis of judgement of the
hydrodynamic adequacy of the hull and
propeller design con figur.atlon.

By co”sldering the hull-girder criteria

as a reflection of the characteristics
of the hull-propeller desigm configura-
tion, suitable criteria may be developed
for other major substructures or local
structural elements as have been included
i“ this prese”tatlon.

Criteria which directly impacts on the
structural adequacy of propulsion
machinery components, or on the reli-
ability of shipboard eq”lpment has, of
necessity, been previously established
as the problems have bee” encountered
and resolved, such as torsional or
longit”dl”al shafting problems.

We have in 1978 reasonably well defined
tbe methods of testing and evaluating
tbe end product .E.ainst the design
criteria.

We have reasonably well identified the
exciting forces generated by the propul-

sion system, particularly the propeller,
and in the last ten years, learned much

in the control of these forces.

We bane at o“r disposal a ““rnber of
programs a“d model neas”rement tecb”iq”es

by which we may estimate these force,.

We have not yet developed adequate

techniques for conve”ier,t full-scale
evaluation of the true forces present,
which is required for confirmation and/
or improvement of estimation procedures.

We have nathm.gtical models “sef.1 in
response predictions but lack enough
collective experle”ce at this point in
the use of these models to reduce the

1“



problem to its simplest form.

10. DaTsp*nz coefficients still re?resent a
challenge to the total desigm process
but again, can only be fmproved by a
firm understanding of the inPut forces
and the correlation of these forces with
full-scale studies and design analyses.

1. summary we may conclude that we have a

good handle on tbe beginning and the end of s
ratloual design procedure, we know much about
the factors Inbecween, but need considerably
more full-scale data and correlation studies
on such Program, as the DD963 sad the El Pas.
LNG carriers. In attempting to fill im the
middle however, we cannot expect the owners or
designers co underwrite the required R&D
effort on a“ Individual basis . This represents
a groupproblemand, if m are to f.mprcm=eour
predictionprocedures,a groupeffort“ill be
required.
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NOISE CONTROL - PART 11

BACKGROUND

Prior to the 19601s aad 70’s little or no
attention was given to the subject of noise in
the design and construction of ships, both
military and cormnercial . It was merely taken
for granted that the working e“vironme”t in

powered ships w.. noisy. Just as the COal
miners were expected to have “black lung,,,
the ship engine crew were expected to be a
“little deaf. ”

In the last decade or so, we have seen a
revolution in the awareness of the total
e“vlromr,ent around us. Not only has man be.
come concerned over the pollution of our air

and water, but he has becme itvzxeasfngly
vocal about r-he “oiee around him. ‘l’he term

“noise pollutlon” was coined O“lV in re.ent
v+=..

We have all witnessed the public outcries

against the evils of the noise created hy jet
aircraft. Anyone livf ng in the flight pattern
of a busy airport suddenly realized that noise
was causing him headaches; fatigue and a whole
tmst of ills including deficiencies to the yet
unborn.

In this type of environment it was inevi-
table that the awareness of the effects of
twfse .sbo.ld spread to the itiustrial work

_nity. The steelworker, nillworker, and
Lsrge operators awoke to the fact that noise
EM not their u“iq.e inalf enable right. lhey
baame aware of a cause-effect relationship
between daily exposure to high noise levels

~ Wrtfal deafness or extreme fatigue. ‘fbe
r=lt has been compens.atio” claims for work-

rdatd deafness damage running into hundreds
.+ tillicms of dollars.

It vas mat until 1969, 1..ss than nine years

~. tht the Office of Safety and Health
Ministration promulgated the now well known
CSd Wise Limits; and it is only in the last
- ~rs that the concern o“er noise in ships

~ -r~ t. the marl time Industry.
Rut does all this mean to the ship

ies~s arbf ship builders?
1 shall attempt, ir, this Paper, to identify

Xofs.? l,evel Criteria applicable to the ship-

%mrd euvi.onment, and current methods avail-
~le cc the ,designer and builder for meeting
* criteria. 1 shall also present a
l-ted comparison between ptedicted and

m9mred noise levels in ships 1 .qpaces. And
<W7, 1 shall identify areas where addi-
:- research and development are reqttired

= *r-e fbe current state-of-art for “Oi=e
??ediccim.

mISZ 3JNEL GHITERIA

?rfor to the 1950’s there were no known
.mamitacf.e noise and vibration limits f“-
c2mfei in Shipbuilding Specif icatior,s . Such
lwts were sometimes incl.ded in innocuoue

icative requirements, such as: “The ship
shall be free of any undesirable noise a“d
*3b.ati.r., ” or some similar statment.

Such qualitative specifications were vir-

tually .nenf.orceable from a contractual or
l~al standpoint.

In the mid 1950’s the U.S. Navy initiated
airborne noise limits in the General specifi-
cation, for Ships of the u . S . Navy [1] . Noise
Limits were specified in each of five different
space categories, depending upon the functions
to be per formal in these spaces. TIM.Se cate-

?@fes ranged from Category A, where intelli-
gible speech commu”ic.atio”s were necessary; to
CategoryD, t..b=re high noise levels were ex-
pected and personnel deafness avoidance was of
prfme consideration.

Since that time a number of changes to the
Navy noise limits have been promulgated. The
current Noise Criteria, as specified in Section
073 of the January 1974 Issue of the General

SPeCif ications are reproduced i“ Table 1.
In addition to the noise limits specified fn

Table 1, 1“ areas where high i“tensfty noise
levels are expected, the Navy also has invoked
a deafness avoidance criteria specified by
BUIC3D 1NSTRUCTION 6260. 6B [2] . F,J, steady-
state high I“tensfty noise this requirement 1s
identical with the current OSHA limits.

In general, with jtidicious care take” in Cbe
deign phase, there is little difficulty in
meeting acceptable MIS. level requirements f“
operational control a“d Ifving spaces. TMS
is often not the case In machinery spaces

With the increasing power concentrated with-
in machinery spaces, It is bemmi”g increas-
ingly difficult to meet an 85 to 90 dbA noise
lfmit unless extreme measures of no%.. reduc-

tion are included f n the design. It is in
regard to these high noise level areas that 1
shall discuss the applicability of the OSHA
noise limits.

The OSHA noise limits [3] axe s-rized i“
Figure 1. These limits are defined in terns
of noise level i“ equivalent dbA and allowable
exposure times; ranging from 8 hours at 90 dbA
to 15 minutes at 115 dbA.
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AIRBORNE NOISE LEVELS (1N DBC1BELS2

Airborne
Noise

Center Frequencies of Standard Oct&ve Bands (., p.s.)
SIL

category 32 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 value

A 115 110 105 100 SIL value requirement 85 85 64

B 90 84 79 76 73 71 70 69 68 --

c 85 78 72 68 65 62 60 58 57 --

D 115 110 105 100 90 85 85 83 85 --

E 115 110 105 100 SIL value requirement 85 85 72

F 115 110 105 100 SIL value requirement 85 85 65

Airborne Noise categories

Ca:eg.rY A: spaces, .ther than category E paces, where 5nte11ig*ble speech
communicant ion is necessary,

Catesory B: space. where comfort of personnel in their quarters is normally
considered to be an imp.. taut factor.

Category C: space, where it i. essential to maintain especially quiet
conditions.

Categoxy D: SPaCeS or areas where a hisher noise level is exr, ected and
where deafness avoidauce is a gre:ater Cot, sider ation than
intelligible speech conun.”ic. tlo”.

Category E: High noise level areas where intelligible speech on.tn.nlcation
is necessary.

Category F: Topside operating $tatlo”s on weather decks where intelligible
speech communication is necessary.

~eech l~erfere”ce Level (S11.)

Measure of the effect of airborne background noise on intelligible speech

Comu”llicatio”. Numerically, it is the arithmetical average of the sound

Pressure level, f. d.cib..ls, in the octave bands with center frequencies
of 500, 1000, a“d 2000 c,p, s.

Note: Table 1 extracted from General Specifications for Ships of the United
States Navy, January 1974.
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ln applying such criteria to the shipboard
environment, it Is fmportant t. understand the
significance of the OSWA criteria. TIE prin-
cipal objective of the 0SfL4 limits is to pr. -
vide a measure of protection to the industrial
worker who may be subjectedto high moiee
levelscm a dailyrepetitivebasis. ‘i%.noise
Ifiitswere established on the basis of

l~thy phy. f.10gical studies of human exp.-
sure to maise. Statistical studies indicated
that when a group of workers were exposed to .
90 dbA “oIs, field for 8 honrs daily over
theirworkingline. of about 20 years, approx-

imately 25 percent of that group would experi-
ence an occupational related hearing 1.ss of
about 25 db in the 500 to 2000 Hz range.
Obviously, at higher noise level exposures the

hearing loss would become more severe. ‘rbere-
fore, the limits prescribe lower exposure

times for higher noise levels.
It is also important to recognize that the

OSRA lfmits assume that the exposed worker
also has daily relief periods in relatively
quiet environments of 60 to 70 dbA.

How do the CISHA limits apply co shiphoard
exposure? For the engine crew stationed
directly III the engine room a 90 dbA environ-
ment would be indicated for an 8 hour watch.
With a 4 hour on and 8 hour off cycle the OSHA
limit would permit a level of 95 dhA. These
levels assume that during off-duty periods the
recreational and living quarters provide a
quiet environment of about 60 to 70 dbA.

ln the case of machinery areas where per-
sonnel are protected by means of Enclosed
Operating stations (EOS), the situation is

quite different. Within a suitably designed
EoS the noise levels should be well below

d- fness rfsk levels. Therefore, the machi”e-
ry space itself will be ma””ed only for obser-
vatfo” a“d maintenance purposes. Based on the
OSSA limits, occasional exposnrem (1.,9s ths”
15 minutes) of as much .S 115 dbA would be

Permissible. However, if engine SpaCee “exe
permitted to be this noisy, it may become

fieracticable to achieve a quiet environment
i“ adjacent EOS areas.

In order to develop a recommended set of
noise criteria for all manned spaces aboard
ships, an exarafnation has bee. made of noise
criteriaand specifications established by
other National a“d Fore+ gn regulatory bodies,
A study was also made of existing noise data
i“ shipboard spaces. Because of obviou,

Practical considerations, the recouamendti
criteria will be based on a trade-off between
desirable noise levele and achievable levels
within the c“rre”t state-of-art.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 present a comparison of
representative noise specifications for Bridge

Control Spaces, Living Spaces, and Nachinery
Spaces respectively. Table 11 prwld~s a
s“nmary, compiled by the SNAME Hs-7 PS”.1 [4],
of noise limits in dbA established, ox heir.g
considered, by “ar<ous Government Regulatory

Agencies. A2so included are recommended limits
proposed by NKl ENGINEEEING ASSOCIATES, INC.
and the HS-7 Panel.

1
.
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Figures 5 through 8 present a mmmnary of
data reported of noise measurements made on

~nY different ships. ‘1’Iw data presented are
typical, or median levels of a great many

f I I I 8 1 1 , f

QCTNEwinCENTERFREQ”EW. “z

Fig.7 MeasuredIWS2Level,{nEngineRW ,,clmedop,,,,,ngs,,~,ons

measurements. fie aCtUd data show a spread
of abcmt *1O db around the rued ian curves

ehown .

“---rw\ / 1 I I I i

I 1 I I
31.5 63 ,*5 *50 =+-+

500 I000 20004000 ~ooo
OCTAVEBUWCENTERmE@UENC,“z

‘*or\~H.A2&&
.-L. \,o dh4mom.,k l\ I I 1 1
,,. -

OCTM 8AM cEtiTERWWENCY.“z

,19. 8 MeaS”r@dNoIs,Levelsi,Shipboard,,,,.Fng,n, space,
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Considering the varied sources of data
presented in FiSures 5 through 8, a fairly
marrow spread of median values was observed
for similar types of spaces. since the data
is representative of noise levels in ships
where om specialnoise controlmeasureswere
incorporated,it my be aae”nmdthatwith
additionalattentionto noise reduction, the
noise envtrcnmier,t in new ships can be signifi-
cantly reduced.

Based on a trade-off between desirably low
noise levels and current practicable state-.af -
art, a set of noise level limits for s$hiphoard
spaces has been developed herein. These pro-
posed limits have bee” s.perfmposed on Figures
5 thro”gb 8. The following recomnendad n.i.e
levels are proposed for each of five space
categories:

Category A - Operational Control and
Living Spaces

It is desirable that a relatively CnUI-
forcable envfronmerit in which good speech
communication is possible he established in
Control spaces, Office Spaces a“d Living
Quarters. Examination of Figures 5 and 6
indicates tlrat the range of median level.

for Living spaces is similar to the IWJeLS
observed in Control Spaces, falling between
NS-50 and NR-60 CUr”e,. The NR values
Zefer to 1S0 Rating curves sh.o~ in
Figure 9 [5].

It is recommended that a maximum noise
level of 60 dhA, which is equivalent to
NS-55, he established for @eratior,al

fantrol and Livin8 Spaces.
With reasonabl. caxe in space arrange-

ments ard acoustics desi8n, a level of
60 dbA should he readily achievable.

Category S - Enclosed operatin~ Stations

The principal purpose of an Enclosed
Operating Station Is to provide a more
hahitable environment for en%ine crew than

the Engine Room. lt also provides a space
where speech connnu”ications are possible.

1t is recommended that a maxiummn noise
level of 75 dhA, equivalent to NS-70, be
established for EOS spaces,

If the noise levels in adjacent machinery
spaces are kept within the limits of Cate-
gory D, there should be little difficulty
in achieving a level of 75 dbA in tbe EOS.

category C - Passageways

Passageways are occupied only for inter-
mittent relatively short periods of time.
Therefore, personnql can tolerate a consid-
erably higher no{se level tlwm for the
living space environment.

Iinwever, since passageways can be used
effectively as a buffer zone to attenuste
noise from a high noise level area to near-

by “quiet” spaces, s limlt is advisable.
The noise levels in passageways my fall
somewhere between the Category A and Cate-

gory D levels.
It is recommended that the w,ise leVel in

Passageways be limited to 80 dbA, equf,v.qIe”t
to NS-75.

X,5 62.5 125 250 503. tcco 201,V 4@33 W

Cent re frequencies ofma., band,

Fig.9 NoiseR,ti“gCurve,
(Fwn1S0Standard1996)

CategoryD - MachinerySpaces

Examinationof Figure S indicates that,
under no-l current shipbuilding practices,
the noise levels i“ main engine spaces often
do “ot meet the 90 dbA OSHA limits. This
1s particularly so in dissel-powmred ships.

It is noted from Table 11 that tbe vari-
ona cour,trie~ have recommended limits of
from 80 to 90 dbA for engine spaces. In

order to meet these levels, extreme noise
reduction rneas”ree may be required, such as
e“8ine and gear enclosures and vibration
isolation. Therefore, a somewhat different

aPPrOach is proposed.
For those engine spaces where personnel

are stationed within the space, It is

mandxtory that the noise levels be kept
vitbin the 90 dbA limit.

For those spaces where Enclosed Operating
Stations are provided, the noise limits in
the engine rooms may be relaxed to some
degree. Prom ?igure 1 it may be seen that
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for shortperiodexposuresof less than15
minutesthe OSSA limitswould permitlevels
as high as 115 dbA. However, if eng!ne
spaces were permitted to reach smch levels,
it would be extremely difficult to provide
adjacent EOS levels of 75 dbA.

Therefore, it is suggested that the
Category D noise levels for machinery spaces
be separated into two sub-groups:

1. Engine Spaces without EOS - Noise
Levels should be limited to 90 dbA.

2. Engine Spaces with EOS - Noise Levels
should be limited to 100 dbA.

Category E - Unmanned Machinery spaces

For normally unmanned space+ such as pump

rooms, f orced-dr,qf t blower spaces, etc. ,
which are only entered occasionally for
maintenance and inspection, it is recom-
mended that a maximum short-term exPo.qure
limit of 115 dbA be established.

All areas which exceed 90 dbA should be
designated as CAUTION - HEARING DAJ4AGE AREAS.
Ear protectors must be provided to all per-

sonnel entering such epace..

Figure 10 summarizes the Airborne Noise
Limits proposed herel”. lhese lImItS .,e

shown both i“ terms of octane.band lim<t. .nd

allowable overall dbA levels.

ttt

NOISE LRVEL PREDICTION

The purpose of this Section of the Paper is
to examine the state-of-art of shipboard noise
prediction and to discuss the degree of accu-
racy to be expected in such predictions.

Nany references can be found in current
literature which provide detailed methods for
calculating airborne noise levels within a
room. HOw=er, e~acti.=ally all these refer-
cmces apply to the prediction of “ofse levels
in architectural spaces where the principal
sources of noise are generally associated with
interior ventilation systems, exterior envir -
cnmwntal tr.af f ic noises, industrial “of se
exposure, et..

Shipboard acoustics differ from architect-
ural acoustics principally in the amount of
metal structmre used, Light-weight u“i”sulated
metal bulkheads are more efficient acoustic
radiators than plaster walls. Steel structures
are more efficient propagators of vibration
than wood or concrete.

For shipboard spaces , the total Sound
Pressure Level (SPL) will depend on the air-
borne Power Level (PNL) of sources within a“d
around the *pace, and o“ the Vibratory Power
external to the space. TIIeref ore, In pre-
dicting tbe noise level within a shipboard
space, consideration must he given to not only
tbe airborne noise sourcee close to the space,
but to structurebor”e sources which my be
relatively remote from the space.

Only an overview of prediction techniques
is presented herein. Details of analyses will
be discussed in other Papers of this Symposium,
and can be found in referenced literature, such
as: References 6 through 14. A comprehe”s fve
detailed procedure has been developed under the
jof”t sponsorship of the U.S. Navy a“d U.S.

Coast Guard, entitled the “fi”dbook for Ship-
board Airborne Noise Control,, [15] . his

document, which was presented and discussed at
the INTER-NOISE t 74 Cm-,f erence a“d at the
Accxm tical Society of America meeting of
November 1976 [16 , 17 a“d 18] , contains the
methodology used herein by the author.

The conventional methods for m-edictirm

n.%., in a spaceutilize the weil-knom””-
Source-Path-Receiverapproach. A f low-chart of
this Procedure 1s shown i“ Figure 11. TIIe
principal difference between this procedure and
those generally used in architectural acoustics
is the Introduction of the co”trlbution from
structuxebor”e S0”,..S.

ln rhe source-Path-Receiver approach the

first step in the prediction process is to
determine the source Sound Power Level (FwL) .
In the absence of measured data, a number of
empirically developed form”l.ae for estimating
the PWI. of machinery can be fonnd in the
referenced literature. As shown in Figure12,
a baselinePNLB and LA (AccelerationLevel)
i, detenni”edby empiricalformulae,a“d
adjustments are made to determine the octave-
band spectral distribution.

Table 111 presents a number of WI. formulae
for typical shipboard machinery, that have been
taken from Reference 15. These formulae have
bee” empirically adjusted based o“ a limited
number of test measurements. ‘rhe estimated
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range of accuracy varies frmn about i3 db to

30 db, depending upon the type of machine
cons id .T ed.

It 1s important to note that very little bias
been done to date towards verifying the .Iccu-
zacy of various empirical formulae used for
determining PWL .Jal. es. Therefore whenever
available, measured Sound Power Level ValueS
should be used.

The second step in the predfctio” process is

L;S OFVIBRATILI ‘SJFlll i
WJRiEIN

mlE SF’ME UMEFSICN

t. ,stf.mate the anm””t of att,n”atf~n I“ the

path (or paths) between the source and the
receiver. Figures 13 and 14 identify the
principal .atce”uat ion factors to be considered
in the Airborne and Structureborne paths
respectively.

The final or third step in the prediction
process is to estimate the Sound Pressure Level
(SPL) i“ the Receiver Space. !l!he overall PWL
in the Receiver SpaC, is determined by summing

Fmlvm

=+

m Krfm-r
CMJ_ATIOJ

RXHvm GW.!71w
Pm W’s W WL’S

Wrrw
CRIIERIA

Fig.17 NoiseP,edfctianF’W,ed,re

tOFSEWR B!SELl!t
EWIRIW IXTALE-

~ MO
cCTAvE-

Ml,F BLAKS Km!uf
Mm

N3.cflmi I Ls
UIAmlfm - FM.

ETc, VALES OR
LA

ElN31S

CfmQL
EClsm

Fig,12 PmcedweforEsti.atingSOwceLevels
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TABLEm

SOURCEPOWKRLEVELESTIMATIONFORMULAE*

CENTRIFUGALPLMPs

)JREORME**

STRUCN3REBOBNE

REDUCTIONGE=

AIRJORNE**

S1’NIClllREBORVE

FANS

AIRBORNE**

~B . 0.7 108 (hamewwer)+ 62 + CV Cv -5

LB - 10 108 (ho, aepower)+ 50 + W 10

‘% - ~’f~~+,fl~ 3.4log (1w speed
.41.. add 10 db to

theappropriateoctaveforthehigh,peed
-3

shaftfrequency- RlW60

LB - 10 log (horsepower)+ 60+ CV 3

WLB . 5.71.. (Cu.fth,i.)+ 11.J log (8,.,s.
,re.sureri.e)+ 60+ CV.

tidBP. ,.aPProPrla,e TYPEA (St%,.1/4- 2)
octaveforbladepassage B.c. ,
rate- no bladesx RW60

TYPEc (sizes 1/2-5) -
BPC- 3

,1ESELENGINES

AIRBORNE
1“1,,& casingmJLB- 10 I.g (Imsepower)+ 57+ Cv 19
F.xhmretFW.B. 10 10S (h.arseBO+fer)+ 71+ W 44

STRUCTUWBORWi h- 94

g ~ +Jl ~~ls~~

+1 -2 +8 +10 +11 +6 0 -3

15 21 27 33 39 /,6 39 3,

0 0 8 +11 +13 +11 O -2

9 15 15 1S 15 15 15 15

-12 -6 +4 +5 +5 o -5

-4 +4 -2 ,1 -2 +1 .5 -14

24 26 2k 26 26 26 20 14

40 46 42 34 30 21. 14 6

101 108 113 118 123 124 113 115
Alsoadd 8 db to theapF.roPriateoctavesforeachof the

followingfreq”encie,P& - RPW60, 2 x RR,3 x ER,
@R - m x No Cyl%nder,x 2 - NO SmOKES,2 x FI?and3 x FR

NOTES: * This1, a saq.leof ,y@cales,imatianformulae;fora morecomPrebe”sivecmpila,im of equn,imsandoctave
CO.V..S1O”“.1”..,seeRefa,emce15.

** Indicatesformulaand/orCVSadjustedby NKl

Allm ,, 10-” ..,,,; *, ~ ,= 1,-3..,,,.2

the combined .acouetic powers from all sources,
both airborne and structureborne. since tbe
noise level within a space i$ affected by the
reverberant characteristics of the space, an
adjustment must be uade for room absorption.
The SPL is then determined by applying the
Room Constant (R) correction in the well Anown
equation for sound Pre Bsure Level:

SPL. PWL-lO1.g R+16

In addition to the mbre commonly used
Source-Path-Receiver appr~ach for prediction,
other approaches should be m.eut-:oned, Attempts
have been made to predict the noise in a space

by ~wimentally determining a ‘fransfer-
Yunction between the noise source a“d the

receiver space. This nay be done by measuring
the noise i“ a pace due to a selected group

of machines operating. With the machinery
secured, simulated airborne or structareborne
noise is introduced in the machinery space, a“d
the airborne noise again measured in the re-

ceiver space. A eeparaticm can then be made
between the airborne and structureborne noise
components, m-d Transfer-Fu”ctio”s determined
between the Source and Receiver. Relationships
deterrai”ed in this ma””er are val$d when

applied t. similarly designed ships. Valuable

attenuation information may also be available
from e.ch experimental testing. lt is noted

that this approach is quite costly because of
the experimental test%ng required.

Another approach i“ estimating noise levels
in ship spaces utilizes a similitude analysis.
In this approach it is assumed that the

machinery characteristics and the zecelver
space mice levels are known by measurement.
Changee in machinery and changes in structure
are the” evaluated in term. of their effective

changes in noise level. ‘rhis approach is only
valid when the design of ships is similar, and
when the relative cor,tr ibu t ions from a frborne
and strmct.rebor”e sources are known.

PsE21CTION VER1FIC.ATION

Because of the increased use of quantitative
noise llmite i“ shipbuilding specifications, it
is expected that there will be an increased
effort in analytical prediction of “else during
the de.sign process. It is, therefore, impor-
tant that we mdexe,tar,d the acc”r.acies a“d
limitations of the prediction procedure.

An examination of the liters.t.re imdicates

numerous exauples of analytical modeling,
scattered measurement data, and methods for
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mine reduction. However,very littlehas been
frondin which sufficient prediction versus
—red noise data could be compared system.
.Cidly.

O!m? detailed study was conducted on a U.S.
~ Oestroyer, in which analytical predictions
w.? -de of the noise levels in manned spaces;
# then followed up hy rneas.rements during sea

aials. This study afforded an opportunity to

_re measured SPL against design predictions
‘a . reasonable number of samples.

Baaed on this Destroyer etudy, direct com-
-sisons were made in 9 spaces in which octe..a-
.Bti amalyses were available, a“d in about 40

W* in which dbA levels were available [181 .

~~re 15 e..marizea the SPL deviation
:-cd between predicted a“d measured octave-
‘- levels for a sample of 9 spaces. At the
lever and upper ends of the spectrum, the
Xedictions were within *1O db of measured.
u the mfd-frequencies the predictions were
aS.caC :5 db wfth a -5 db bias.

FiSure. 16 and 17 show the distribution
:etueen predicted a“d measured levels, f cm a
~le of 63 spaces in “hich dbA levels “ere

available. 0. the average, approximately 40%
of the estimated Iavsls fell “ithin 3 dbA and
75% fell within 6 dbA. For this s.wmpling, the
estfmated levels were .a2rnost eqwally divided
between 10V estimates and high e.st imates.

With respect to the data just presented it
is important to note that:

1. Much of the predictions “ere based on
me2.sured source Sound Power Level.,
rather than estimated by empirical
foru”lae; and,

2, On this ship all ma,j or machinery was
resiliently mounted on soft mountl”gs.

since sonrce Pw3.’s were measured, the
accuracies of prediction ehown are probably
better than “ould be expecced if source PW3.Ts
were calculated. Also, because of the soft
mnu”ted machinery, the major co”trihution of
noise In the spaces was airborne related, with
little contribuclon from strtictureborne sources.
‘Therefore, the predictions would again be more
accurate than if structureborne noise w., a
major factor.
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Thus, if the prediction process was based
on analytical models only (with no measured
data), the prediction accuracy would probably
be greater than *1O db.

:
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SKE’BOABD NOISE REDUCTION

Considerable information on noise reduction
techniques can be f o.nd in the open literature.
Shipboard noise reduction will also be dis-

cussed in greater detail by follow-on Papers.
Therefore, only a brief overview of shipboard
noise reduction treatments will be discussed

herein.

In order to effectively control che noise
envlromnent aboard ship, it is mandatory that
noise control considerations be included in the

ship design process. Experience has shown that
the past policies of correcting a noise problem
only after the ship hae been completed can be a

very costly procedure.
Tbe first, and often moat effective, noi.e

reduction measure can be f.mplene”ted through
judicious ship space arrangements . Nherever
possible spaces such .ae passageways, store
rooms, and i“f requently manned workshops should
be located between noisy machinery areas and

operational or living spaces. Snch arran.se-
ments provide convenient buffer ZOIES with
considerable acoustic attenwatior,.

At the present time the U.S. Navy imposes
specific noise limitson equiprne”tand ma-
chinery to be installed aboard ship [19] . ‘IIIis
would be a good practice co follow in order co
keep the source levels down to manageable

limits. Therefore, f t is recommended that
noise limit. be imposed on vendor-supplied
machinery. ~.

Nhere previous experience, or prediction
analyses indicates tbe need for noise reduc-

tion, specific treatments such as the following
should be considered: i.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ventilation System silencers or Duct
Treatment

Bnlkhead and Decking Acoustic Treatment

Machinery Vibration Isolation

Floating Deck Structures.
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The subject of floating accotmrodatton spaces
and resiliently-mounted superstructures will be
discu.med in a follow-on Paper.

In deciding which of the noise reduction
treatments to apply, it is mandatory tbac the
relative noise Iwels of the contributory
sources be known. It is .1s0 “ece.ssary co
establish whether the principal noise sources
are airborne or structureborne related. The
highest noise level sources and the principal

paths of transmission must be given prfmary
consideration.

when the principal noise is airborne related
additional acoustic attenuation in the bulk-
heads andlor decks are indicated. 1“ the case
of predominant structureborne “o<se, the tre.at-
rmnc would call for machinery isolation or
structurally resilient arra”geme”ts.

Although good noise control may be initiated
in the design phase, the effectivity of such
control can be totally nullified by poor qual-
ity control in the construction phase. Air-
borne noise leakage paths a“d structural
“shorting” of vibration isolators are common
fabrication faults.

The effect of a high acoustic transmission
1.ss bulkhead or deck can be lost by the i“-
troduccion _qf small openings or the inclusion
of an o“erhead sheet metal ventilation duct.
The effect ‘of a costly machinery isolation
system ca” be voided by the In, tallatio” of a
rigid pipe or electrical conduit.

Thus, for effectfve noise control it is

fmportant not only to incorporate acoustic
tr=tments in the design, but to also follow
tbro”gh the fabrication stage with effective

quality control Inspection.

sDmARY

In summary, 1 have herein discussed Noise
Level Criteria, Noise Level Predict fo”s, and
i“ a cursory overview, Noise Reduction
Treatments.

For cmercial ships, it is recmended that

consideration be given to Including the Noise
Level Limits shown 1“ Figure 10 in the Ship-
building Specifications. kll efforts should
be made to meet these lfmits through a suitable

acoustic design. It is believed that tbe
current state-of-art permits the achie”erae”t of
these noise limits.

With regard to the current state-of-art on
Noise Level Prediction, it appears that much
still remains to be done towards “erifying the
lfmits of accuracy achievable.

1 have demonstrated that where the sources
of noise are predominantly airborne, and vhe”
tbe source Sound Power Levels are fairly well

known, the noise in a shipboard space may be

predicted within .ahout 5 to 10 dbA. However,

when the sound POW., Levels must be empir icaliy

estimated, and for where the predominant noise
is structureborne, tbe degree of prediction
accuracy is still somewhat questionable, and

p~Obahly greater than 10 dbA.
It i, therefore recommended that additional

study be devoted to the following areas:

Improved source Sound Power Level pre-
diction capability. ln this area of
development, it would be extremely help-
ful if machinery vendors were to !neas”re

atrbarne Sound Power Le”els and struc-
t.reborne Accelera. tfo” Levels. These
parameters could be used co generate
more accurate empirical source le”el
relationships for different types of
machinery.

2. lmpro”ed Noise Prediction Technology,

particularly with regard t. Structure-
borne sotircee.

3. Additional frill-scale verification
studies aimed at improving the confi-
dence level in the prediction process.

The means for impro”ing tbe prediction
accuracy, and the tools for tripleme”tfng irt-

proved noise control are available. However,
noise control mnst become part of the ship
design process; and additional sc”dies are
required towards improving and verifying the
prediction methods.
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